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were busily employed in parish dut
ies, studying, and writing.
For
tunately, an old guide was glad to
be at my service; and we
found
plenty of good fishing, and
game
too, hut alas, it was close time on
the latter, and of course it
would
not do for a clergyman to set the
example of trying to bag partridges
and bring down a deer during the
summer months.
But game
was
plentiful, and sometimes almost tame,
at least very timid, as if the dumb
creatures knew it was “ close time.’’
W e always jiad a gun
along for
target practice, and shooting a. stray
porcupine or woodchuck.

ice is especially enjoyed.
Many, however, believe that
the
city is the proper place for the lit
erary man to live.
Longfellow has
said:— “ Where shall the scholar live?
In solitude or in society?
In the
Those interested in the hearings to
T. R. Parker, M. D., of Willimantic,
green stillness of the country, where
come before the legislative committee Conn., says in sending in hie subscrip
he can hear the heart of
Nature
will please notice those advertised else tion: “ Must have the Maine Woods to
beat, or in the dark gray city, where
where in this issue.
drive dull care aw ay.”
(Written for Maine Woods)
he can feel and hear the throbbing
The petition of George M. Barrows
heart of man?
I make answer and
Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 1915.
of Newport and 575 other residents of
say, in the dark gray city.” (Long
A
minister
whose
work
is
so
ex
Maine in favor of a non-resident fish
fellow.)
I f then one must find his
acting and exhausting, putting a con
ing license will be considered Wednes
work in the city, there are yet many
stant
strain
on
the
nervous
system
day, February 17.
opportunities for the outdoor
life.
and the sympathies, should give him
There is much interest manifest in
In Boston, for example, lie can join
self
plenty
of
out-door
life.
It
is
regard to this change in the laws.
the Appalachian Club, and
go on
indeed a sad sight to behold
some
A son, David Crafts Whitehouse, brilliant and devoted metropolitan di
My guide found me splendid pick cross-country walks to the Blue Hills
in
was born to the wife of Roland C. vine (I could give
several cases) erel fishing in the creeks near town. of Milton, or to Prospect Hill
Whitehouse of Auburn, at the Central whose mind had been worn out, leav They seemed to run best among the Waltham.
Forest. Hills and
the
Maine General hospital yesterday. ing only the shell of the body. Lf on reeds, and along the low-lying banks Middlesex Falls also give
one a
Lewiston Sun.
chance
to
breathe
good
air
and
en
of
the
creek.
But,
when
we
want
ly their bodies might have borne a
Congratulations are being extended
we joy natural beauties. If more strenuou
fair share of the burden, developed ed to be more sportsmanlike,
to Mr. and Mrs. Whitehouse.
Mr.
and nourished, the mind would have went to a trout pond in one of the exercise is desired one can take a
Whitehouse is the efficient secretary of
the
Hub.
What rare sport
we 25 mile walk around
had, day by day,'and week by week, mountains.
under
Capt. F. C. Barker was in Phillips the Maine Sportsman’s Fish and Game its well-earned rest.
Here let me bad in those seldom visited spots; Furthermore, Franklin Park,
System, of
this week on business. The Captain is association.
remark, that some of the choicest of The trout would rise well to our gay- the Metropolitan Park
And we had delight fers the people free golf links, and
looking fine and enjoyed his Florida
our literary guides have lived close colored flies.
And there are sev
trip immensely. He brought his car
T H E S P O R T S M A N ’S S H O W E D I  to Nature.
They have largely draw ful lunches, after broiling the trout tennis courts.
back as far as Boston.
An oc eral Country Clubs open to the use
T I O N O F F E R S T H E B E S T C H A N C E their inspiration from her inexhaus o.i spits over the camp-fire.
However, the
city
casional fall into the water didn’t of members.
Capt. Barker will attend the Sports E V E R T O T H E H O T E L A N D C A M P tible fountains.
dampen our spirits, though our bod resident sometimes feels like saying
man’s Show in N ew York to be held at P R O P R I E T O R S O F T H E S T A T E T O
The muse of the poet has ever
ies suffered. The summers in North with the poet: —
the Grand Central Palace, February 20- A D V E R T I S E F O R T H E I R S U M M E R been forth-coming, when wooed
by j
ern Maine woods are clear and brac “ You may keep your city alleys.
GUESTS.
27.
the Nature-lover.
Gilbert
White
You may keep ycur level plain;
ing, even when the citie^ swelter in
found his chief joy in roaming the
But give me the hills and valleys
the heat.
field and woods, hills and valleys cf
Of the good old State of Maine.”
It was well into the evening, when
his native town, and gave
to the
And
such will yearn to “ hit the
Tho’ Jack Frost is around
To find out abopt it, write to
2 world the “ Natural History of self- these Monday outings found us hack long trail,”
as summer draws nigli.
Charles
Dudley W arn er; oraeNow, my point is that, that
And hi3 presence we feel,
E-D. G R A N T CEL S O N S CO.. $ borne.’ ’
Yet, nevertheless, the city-dweller may
'
found
satisfaction
and
recreation
in
;
Monday
night
I
was
thoroughly
tired,
Soon Spring will be here
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
§
get “ Back to Nature,” and
“ Near
for|al‘^ slept the sleep of the
just,
GRANTS* CAMPS
® ibis kitchen-garden, and wrote
And the song of the reel.
to Nature’s heart,” in ways
like
t ie pleasure of others, “ My Slum- |^ usdaT> mind, had been well rested,
these.
I have singled out one pro
mer in a Garden.”
Roosevelt was an(* body likewise.
So I was like
fession, because that is what 1 know
a weak and sickly boy, but he went [ a new man> fresh and eager for the
more about than, any other kind of
cut to live on a Western ranch, and i week s work.
life.
And who, more than the coun
wrote among . other outing
books, j In my i^irst church as a
settled try or city “ parson” needs a sound
B A L D
M O U N T A I N
C A M P S B a ld
M o u n ta in
“l a i iv e
“ Ranching in the Bad Lands.’’ Walt i minister, I was located in the foot- mind in a sound body, the clear eye,
Whitman and John Muir, Joaquin Mil j hills of the White Mountains,
and the firm step, the broad attitude to
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookme*untic Lake. N ea r the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
near a chain of lakes, leading into
ler
and
John
Burroughs
heard
the
ward life and its knotty
problems,
road to camps— Telephone connections— T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
i cry “ Back to Nature,” and became Richardson and the Rangeley Lakes, the sympathetic heart, the
AM OS E L L IS . Prop’r..
Bald Mountain, Maine
willing
; leaders of those, who as their dis -—not so very many miles from the hand, and the obedient will?
And
ciples, would live close to “ Nature’s home of the Maine Woods. Here I |such will do well to heed the cry,
Heart.”
They were in
no sense found a large stimmer colony, drawn “ Back to Nature,” seeking tho stan
“ Nature-Fakirs,” but lived
and ex- by the natural beauties of the place, dard of the normal man, or man as
I perienced what they
wrote out in set among the hills and mountains, he should be.
reminding many of the lake region
hooks.
v
A. C. Williams.
Here, then, is a lesson for the pro-; in England and Scotland.
The
Mountain View, Maine
fessional or literary worker, or any-; winer-time therefore offered me the
one .who is tied down to a desk sev freest opportunity for the outing life.
F or f u r t h e r p a r t i c u l a r s w r it e or a d d r e s s
eral hours a day,—get back to Na There were lumber camps to visit,
L.
BO W LEY,
ture, at least in your hours of rec and this was a pleasure as 1 know
reation and relaxation. If you know many of the men, being chaplain o!r
| Mountain View,
*
Maine.
how to work learn also how to nour prelate of the local secret society.
ish the mind, by furnishing her with What is finer than travelling along
a sound body,— a worthy temple for the wood-roads on a clear, bracing,
L. C. Prior who has leased the
her indwelling.
Especially should winter day? Then, after watching the ; Hotel Lenox, in Boston, for a period
the minister get “ Back to Nature.” lumber operations, we all sat down to of ten years, is well known at Bar
Tho established tradition of a blue those fine flavored bakn beans, cock Harbor as a capable and up-to-date
What other way hotelmn.
Mnday, following a
hard Sunday ed in the ground.
Lst year he
conducted
so good?
,
contains more truth than fiction.
the Louisburg at Bar Harbor, giving
Then an occasional visit to a map great satisfaction and he will con
The Fourth Commandment applies
AS A
not only to religion, but also to the le-sugar camp, gave variety to a long duct that hotel again the
coming
physical need of rest and recreation. winter’s drive, followed by a sugar- summer. *
And this, too, at regular artd stated in,g-off at the home of the owner of
intervals. . Henry Ward
Beecher j the camp.
I hardly need to
tell
was once taken, to task for working; the readers of the Maine Woods, this
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy of his horse so hard on Sunday, but consisted in pouring the boiled syrup
access and nearly all the camps are open through the he replied:— “ My horse is like a over freshly gathered snow. And the
Hunting Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and Jew, for he takes his Sunday on Sat result is a delicious concoction. An
other interesting outing was to ac
urday.”
small game afe very abundant.
I should like now, if I may
be company a party of men over a new To the E d ito r o f M a i n e Woods.
Woburn, Mass., I^eb. 7, 1915.
,pcrmitted, to be a little personal, road, being laid out through a rough,
Enclosed find payment for Maine
It was
little
and give a few practical
instances section of woods.
from experience, of the aid hunting, better than following a blazed trail; Woods for 1915.
Having been a regular subscriber
various and you may be sure itt was rough
•issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn  fishing, camping-out, and
for
over 30 years, you will
notice
walking
for
miles,
and
a
good
dinner
ished upon application to
oil er similar recreations have help
I insist on receiving your
valued
ed to keep a
sound
mind in a at the end tasted doubly good.
Phillips, Maine.
General Manager,
N. B E A L ,
A minister, o.r any person of seden- paper as the years roll by.
sound body.
My first
summer’s
Not he agile and robust as I was
the ! tary habits, living in the city needs
\_______________
preaching, when a student in
Seminary, was in a beautiful
hill- all the outdoors life he can find time 30 years ago inasmuch as I am bor
your
town of Northern Maine.
It
was for, and this is to he found in some dering on the eighty mark,
G ra t e fu l Suburbanites.
Down f o r the Count.
the newsy paper affords me no end of
Towne— “ Do you make your cook close to the best of hunting
and what different forms than in
According to -the dental science of
It means
practically no pleasure and I am in hopes of- be
tonetherapy a blow on the jaw anes pay for what she breaks?” Suburbs fishing, being well-supplied with a country.
subscription
thetizes the tooth zone. Indeed, we (in amazement)— “ Make her pay? I chain of lakes, nestling among the hunting, and little or no
fishing, ing able to renew the
have known this treatment to anes should say not! Why, every month, hills and low-lying mountains. Every near at hand, save at the sea-coast many years mor.
thetize a man so completely that he besides paying her salary, we reward
Yours sincerely,
Monday was taken as a day of corn- deep-sea. fishing, and by some inremained fast asleep while the referee her liberally for what she didn't
F. H. Parker.
plete
recreation,
for
the
other
six
1
land
lakes,
where
fishing
through
the
break!”
counted ten.
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Bhie Monday
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n Opportunity

GET ABOARD

Is offered to Hotel
and Camp Proprie
tors with the pub
lication of our big
Sportsman’s Show
Number.
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READING
GOLF EASY
Sad Experience of Franklin Ford
Example for Wonld-Be Golfers
I know more about golf in tlie ab
stract than any at liter living
main,
says Prank liin Fond in the Washing
ton Post.
Nor is there
anyone
dead who knew more than I know.
It is perfectly wonderful how nnuicih
I know.
It astounds me to think
of it.
I have read and digested the
entire literature of golf.
The vol
umes on the subject that 1 own, if
set end to end, would stretch
for
three city blocks, and the pages, iif
torn out one at a time, would
be
sufficient to isutstaim a goat for
11
months 23 6-17 days.
Yet
ais a
player I am a complete failure.

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

one
exposing it to the world through the with a strong back spin, took
the
medium of the public prints, that it little bounce, and ran up to
hole.
Naturally, one never
took
may be forewarned and forearmed.
more than two putts.
The putting
T o o k it U p E a r ly .
was purely a mechanical matter.
When I 'first took up goif I was a
young man, strong, healthy, and with'
every chance for success' in Life. How
I happened to succumb to the golf
evil, how the dread seed was soiwn,,
I cannot now recall,.
It was in the
air.
To me there was no more titil
lating tidbit in all literature, no in
tellectual treat more zestful,
than
the 40 or 50 pages devoted to the
back swing of the great masters,
such as Vardon,, Brail, Taylor, Tra
vers, Travis and Evans. “ The Count
of Monte Cristo,” “ A lice in Wond
erland” —none of these chefs dioeuvres of imaginative writing had quite
the same piquant fancy. In this book
there were dozen® of photos of Har
ry Vardon in ail1conceivable attitud
es and ,hundreds of curious
little
maps showing bird's-eye views
of
Harry Vardon’® feet in relation
to
the ball, explaining with perfect clar
ity the correct position to assume
when playing hundreds of different
shots.

On any point o f the theory of golf
I am entirety clear.
I can recite
off-hand several thousand words about any department of the game,
and in addition repeat word for ward
long passages1from the books of Har
It was a wonderful pleasure to me
ry Vardan. Yeans o f my Life have I to read that book. In my imagina
sacrificed to the great god
Bogey. tion I was already playing golf. In
Youth., health, wealth, ambition— a 111 house coat and slippers I could play
have been heaped upon the altar. I a whole round in about 70 strokes.
have struggled and fought, cursed an My drive was always- long and ibw,
raved, sweated and trembled,
and straight down tlie middle of
the
now, a broken man., I ant writing my course, and then, playing o ff the
confessions in the hope that before right leg, with my left wrist well in
sinking for the third time I may and my head’ still as a statue, I
strike one last blow at the
most would send up a beautiful approach
malignant evil of our civilization by shot that plopped down on the green

L IV E A N IM A L T R A P '“

X . traponthe

Is a

Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
Contains compartment for live bait.
All working parts inside of trap.
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
G A T G r t ’E M A L I V E A N D M A K E M O R E M O N E Y

TR A P P E R S S U P P LY COMPANY

BOX W, ©SK PARK, ILL.

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are com
ing this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bur
eau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.
i

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips - Maine

Happy

Guest.

It was the very next day that old
Dave Bannister dropped in ait
the
office.
I have known
Dave for
years.
We roomed together at col
lege.
He is one of those
breezy,
back-pounding fellow® who are
al
ways so glad to see you that they
put you out of gear for the
rest
of the day.
I don’t know why or
how he began talking about goif, urn\
less it was because I was thinking
about it, but at any rate it gave me
a surprise to hear him chime right
in with my thoughts and say: “ John,
old man, you ought to take up golf.
It’s the greatest game in the world.
Scientific as chess, and think of the
exercise— swinging over the green
sward with a, bracing wind coming
down from tine hills— it'll make
a
ne'w man of you.
In a month you
won’t know yourself.’’
I rather resented that.
I didn’t
see why I should be made into a
new man.
The old man. was not so
bad as all that.
But it was
just
Dave’s way of talking.
He is. all
exclamation points and enthusiasm.
However, in this case, I
assented
with avidity, because I
wanted to
give him a little surprise. I deter
mined not to tell1him that I had read
all about golf only the night before,
and ooulid take Harry Vardon’s back
swing apart and put it together again in the dark with one hand be
hind. my back. I would wait till we
were on the course and then
we
would see what we would see.
Has

S u pp ly

of

Clubs.

In his automobile we went out to
the G-rummac,hunk go if club, and he
armed me with a set of clubs from
the supply in his looker.
He had
dozens and dozens of c/lubs. I never
saw so many clubs before.
There
were all kinds, all shapes, and all
sizes.
I gathered that it must be
a passion that got bold of one, like
collecting old china or
postage
stamps.
Wihen we went out to the
first
tee there was quite a crowd stand
ing around Waiting for partners, chit
chatting or practicing putting on. the
green near by.
I wondered if any
of them had read Vardon’s book,
as I had.
I knew Dave had never
read it.
He had never read any
thing, not even “ Pilgrim’s Progress”
or “ Robinson Crusoe.”
He was a
coal dealer.
Finally our turn came, and Dave
shot first to give me tlie direction.
He got off one that didn’t go very
high, but seemed to run along Hie
ground quite a way after it hit. I
thought, though, that he might have
hit it a bit harder, and determined
to put some sting into mine. Taking
a good handful of hand and setting
the hall up on top of it to allow
plenty of room to paste it on
tlie
nose, I briefly went over the sal
ient points of what I Iliad read
in
tlie book, and then stepped
back,
got a good toe hold on tlie ground
and drew a deep breath.
Whango!
With, all my might I cracked
that
ball, and it looked as if it would go
several miles without stopping at wa.
stations.
Straight down the middle
of the course it flew.
There was a
murmur around the teeing ground, an
I could feel the admiring gaze of the
group centered upon me.
Is

I
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D if fic u lt

to

Decide.

“ What tool shall I use next?” I
asked innocently to keep np
the
pose of ignorance.
“ I f I don’t res
train myself I ’m liable to knock it
seven parasangs beyond the hole.”
“ Take that mashie,” said
Dave,
“ and try to. pitch her over near that
red flag.”
I squared off, took a swipe at it,
and knocked a sharp liner, after the
manner of ’Ty Cobb.
It
skimmed
along the turf into a sort of
pit
they bad scooped out near tlie green,
jumped out again, and ran right up
to tlie flagpole.
Dave (hot up a pop
fly that dropped down on the green,
bounced a couplle of times, then rodled o ff into a sand pit.
It took him
another one to get out on the green
again, then a long putt up to the
flag. The next shot I made sluoujfcl
have been, in.
It was an easy putt,
'not more than five or six feet from

tlie hole.
Nine times out of 10, I
said to myself, that baJlL would have
gone in.
But this time it rolled around the edge of the cup, and about
a foot beyond.
Dave dropped
his
for a five, and I pushed mine in for
a four. I liad won the ihal-e! It was
a triumph for the book—fo r the pow
er of mind against mere intelligent
muscle.
1 said nothing, and Dave,
of course, could not guess why I
had beaten him, but he must have
felt it deeply.
,
Level G ro und is B arr ed.

W e proceeded to the next tee. It
was my privilege to drive first, hav
ing won the hole, so I teed my ball
up as before. The geography of this
hole wa® entirely different from that
of the irst one. In fact, every lualb
on tlie course is different.
You’d
think they would lay out a golf
course on a smooth piece of ground,
as they do a ball park or a race
track, but the golf engineers have no
use at all for level ground.
The hole I was about to play was
a triumph of golf engineering. Prob
ably the builder o f the course told
about that hole whenever he made
after-dinner speeches or wrote ar
ticles for tlie papers.
It was what
they call a “ dog’s leg” hole—that is,
the green, was concealed around the
corner.
From the tee the ground
fell away sliarpiy
toward a pond.
There was about 50 yards of
long
grass in, front of 'the tee, then some
75 yards of pond, making it advis
able to send the ball at least 175
yards through the air—a neat little
carry.
You’d think that was enough
to worry about on the first shot, but
this hole was a masterpiece. Nature
had rimmed that 'pond with such a
heavy growth of trees that it was al
most hidden from view.
As a slight
concession to the golfer, these trees
had been cleared away in a direct
line from the tee, leaving a
clear
space about 30 feet wide to
drive
through.
Then, having made
finis
first shot, you turned at an angle
and played the next for the green,
which, was 150 yards away, on the
side of a hill.
If you played too
much to tlie right o f the hole your
balU was out of bounds iin a trolly
track, While if St was a shade to
the left it caught the slope of the
bill and rolled down into a thicket.
The par of this (hole was 4.
Good

to

Be

Ign ora nt.

But when I teed up I didn’t know
what was waiting fo r me.
I was
blissfully ignorant.
Tlie only thing
in my mind was that I had won the
ilast hole.
I took a good,
solid
stand and laid the ciiub head
on
the ground back o f the hall, which
action is called “ addressing the bail.”
Then I waved the club bead hack an
forth a, coupile cf times.
I didn’t
know what th/is was for, as there
was nothing in the hook about it, hut
I bad seen Dave do it.
Drawing
back as far as I Iccxuld, I brought the
club through with such terrific force
that I lost my balance. I was only
saved from failing by striking
the
corner o ' tlie sandbox a tremendous
blow with my hack.
I t was unmarred.
“ Go ahead,”

CANOE TRIP ON THE
MATTAWAMKEAG
Rare Sport Fishing and Old
Legends Recited.
(W ritte n

for

M a in e

Woods.)

Hardly any river or mouintadlt in
the eastern portion of the
State
hut bus a legend of romance
or
tragedy or some feat of daring in
connection with it.
It is our object to recite a few
of the pleasures and one of the
legends of the Mattawamkeag river.
The Mattawamkeag proper has its
rise 'in tlie lake of the same xnaime,
situated in Aroostock county and on
the shore of which is the beautiful
village of Island Falls, made faanoufi
by the sad disappearaaue of Sher
iff Hillman under very suspicious, circumstaaiees and tlie waters o f which
may even now conceal
his body
unless it lias been recovered by the
Easitport spiritualist and reader of \
the future, Dr. Hunter.
In conning down the river for the
first few miles the rowing is very
good, the scenery grand and
one
rushes alloaig oblivious to time and
before you are hardly aware of the
distance traveled one comes to the
mouth of the Baskahegan and then
into Drew deadwater and here is to
be ‘had some great sport with the
pickerel.
Take a
stiff pole, a
strong line and hook and a piece
of pork or something white and skip
near tlie lily pads and the
waiter
will fairly he gauged by some big
fellow whose siesta under the lily
pads you have disturbed by
your
splash.
On nny first trip down the Matta
wamkeag we pulled up the canoe at
Kingman and stayed over night and
distributed a good supply of picker
el to the natives that came down to
our campfire.
The next morning before the sun
was fairly up we started on the last
leg of our journey and hv far- the
most interesting.
The canoeing is j
fine for the first few miles and then
one hears the roar of the “ Heater,”
a piece of white water that lias been
tlie terror o f river-drivers for yean.
W e carried around this, put in again and ran to Stow Gundy Falls
and carried by.
Before we put in
again we cast for bass in the eddy
and certainty had rare sport with ;
these fighters.
Take a bass that
will weigh from two to three pounds
in the strong current of a river on
(Continued on page seven).

M A PS OF M A IN E
RESORTS A N D ROADS

Maine Woods has frequent inquiriea
for maps of the fishing regions of tb«
state, etc. W e can furnish the follow
ing maps:
Franklin County
$ .50
.50
Somerset County
.50
Oxford County
.50
Piscataquis County
Aroostook County
.50
.50
Washington County
1.00
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
Geological map of Maine
.<6
R, R. map of Maine
.35
Androscoggin County
.35
Cumberland County
.50
Hancock County
»
I said.
.36
Kennebec County
turn, John,” answered Knox County
.36
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
haven’t hit her yet.”
Penobecot County
ball that was on the Waldo County
mistsed it entirely. It York County

“ Still oury
Dave.
“ You
It was my
tee.
1 had
was a strike.
“ Just for that I ’m going to knock
it clear out to New Rochelle.” ’
I
cried.
Leaning hack as far as I
could,. I took a savage waJllop. The
club head bat the ground a foot be
hind. Hie ball, raising a cloud
of
dust.
By this time I was thorouglir
ly aroused. I attacked tlie ball! with
a series o f quick staccato jabs. Fin
ally it rolled o ff the tee and came to
rest beneath a dandelion. Breathing
bard, I scrambled down to dispatch it
with a blow on the head, but Dave
stopped me, cHaiming it was now bis
turn.
Hi® ball sailed up over the
trees, not quite iin, the middle, and
dropjped down beyond the pond, curv
ing somewhat to tlie left.
I prepar
ed to resaime my attack on the bafljiJ,
but Dave again interferred, saying
to use the midiiron instead o f the
driver.
I didn’t care wliat club I
took.
I was determined to give
that ball the worst beating it ever
had', and I made a vicious swipe
at it.
It skittered o ff to the rLgbt
In a playful! way and hid in.
the
long grass'.— Springfield Republican.

J. W B R A C K E T T CO.,
Phillips, . - Maine.
TAXIDERMISTS
G. W. PICKEL,
T A X ID E R M IS T
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing Tsckto,
Indian Moccasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGELEY.
MAJN1

“ Moiunouth Moments”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermea
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth,

-

Mahrt

RAW FURS WANTED
Direct from the trapper. Highest roar
ket prices with good liberal sort. Goods
held separate and all charges paid.

A. J. Hopkins, Hornerstown, N. J>

M A IN E

WOODS,

N othing C a n K eep F re sh A fte r
I
it ’s C u t U p
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being pre
served in its natural state, possible only by pressing the
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
with a natural leaf wrapper. T h e natural flavor and
strength o f tobacco escape when cut or granulated.
Take a Flu g o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
so that when you whittle it o ff it crumbles into dust, but it
will burn and smoke smooth and cool as it has all o f its orig
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plu g Form.
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
in both quality and quantity. T r y this experiment and
judge for yourself.

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , F E B R U A R Y

11, 1915,

Int that connection,
however, it
migilut be found advisable to issue a
resident fishing license, sk) that every
fiahieramm would be
compelled to
carry one t'oir identification, should
a game warden, suspect. he was a
non-resident and the fishermen, cllladm
101 he a resident.
It mi glut be that
a small fee of perhaps 25 cents be
charged, to cover the co,st of this
feature.
Also, in closing, I might say that
it is .posisibile some of my view s aire
not practical.
I am forwardinig them
however, as the conclusion® I have
drawn during the past four years.
C. D. Hewitt.
W H A T A B IR D E A T S
LARGELY
D E T E R M IN E S W H E T H E R IT
IS B E N E F I C I A L OR IN
JU R IO U S TO H U M A N 
IT Y .

SMOOT
AT

THE

NEW YORK

Washington, D. C., Feb.— How birds
which destroy harmful insects and
weed seeds may be useful to
the
farmer is
described
in
new
Farmers’ Bulletin (No. 630) of the
U. iS. Department of Agriculture en
titled, “ Some Common Birds Useful
To the Farmer.”
The new publicat
ion has 27 pages and 23 illustrations
(not colored) of the binds describ
ed.
It contains much of the
in
formation Included in one of
the
Department's former publications en
titled, “ Fifty Commob Birds Of Farm
and Orchard.”
The Department’s
supply of this fetter pamphlet has
been exhausted and: it can now only
be obtained from the Superintendent
I der, for two reason®; viz., that the of Documents, Washington, D. ,C.,
where it is sold at 15 cents a copy.
j hunting is seemingly just as good as
It contains numerous colored OLlhsj in your state, and the license
has
trations o f the birds mentioned.
|been $15 lose, whilfe the extra fcnamsThe new bulletin, “ Some Common
|portaticn ilias (been but a trifle liighBirds Useful to the Farmers,” will
be furnished free to all applicants by
1 eon iraot ailoue in tl-.te, for I per
the Department.
sonally know of two others who have
Whether a bird is (beneficial or in
done the same tilling for the same
jurious depends almost entirely
on
I reason®.
what it eats, says the introduction
I would, therefore, like to give my
to the new bulletin..
In this case
Middletown, Coran., Feb. 2, 1915.
ideas to Mir. Herrick through
your
of species which are very abundant,
To the E d ito r of M a i n e W o o d s :
columns, as they aire the «4ame as a
or which feed to some extent
on
In your issue of January 21st Mr. few others of this part of New Eng- the crops of the farmer, the ques
Herrick asks some question®
from I land.
tion o f their average diet becomes
1st.
The siliortelling of the liuirat- one of supreme importance, and only
which he would Tike some replied
in regard to changes in game laws.
l ing season from December 15-thi to by stomach examination can it
be
I am a non-resident, wdio does not I December le t would make no differ satisfactorily solved.
Field obser
We go primarily for a vations are at best but fragmentary
earn a large salary, but I enjoy hunt ence to us.
ing for a vacation and have
twice i vacation.-—a change from our regular and. inconclusive
and Lead
to no
amd final results.
visited your state.
Because of tllie I life— a change of air, scenery
Birds are often; ac
It reists our minds
and cused of eating this or that prod
many
limited amount which I feel* that I j habits.
the popular birds, included, are the laws are being adopted by
can allow* myself fcr this outing, $10 j bodies, also, inasmuch, as we forget uct of cultivation, when an examina robin, bluebird, wren, brown thrash states and in many of them
the
maximum
speed
limit
is
being
en
or even $5 is a suan which 1 must our daily occupation, and use differ tion of tiie -stomachis shews the 'ac er, catbird, bobolink, oriole,
crow,
tirely abolished and the “ rule
of
reckon on, and for this reason most ent muscles, ettc., and no not wish cusation to be unfounded. Accord cuckoo, and the American sparrow.
reason” i.s made to apply. In Maine
ingly, the Biological Survey lias con
ly, the cost of a nour-resident License to be there when it is, very cold.
2nd.
W e have not gone
after ducted for some years past a syste
it is not intended to abolish
the
affects me.
moose,
so
this
won’t
greatly
affect
us matic investigation of the food of
present 25 miles
maximum speed
The past two years I Qiave been to
limit.
New Hampshire, near the Maine bor- ! though, o f course, i f w e had had an those species Which, are most com
opportunity to hunt moose we should mon about the farm- aind garden.
One of the principal reasons- for
] have done so, and if a close season
leaving the speed limit enforcement
Within certain ilimits birds eat the
in the hands of the highw ay
com
jshould be declared, and the moose kind o.f food that is most accessi
mission is to give the matter
full
Jshould increase so we could add that ble, especially when their natural
Highest prices paid for all kinds of
Thus
authority to enforce the speed limit
|pleasure to cur trip, it would make food is scarce or wanting.
skins by a manufacturer
. they sometimes injure the crops of
an added zest.
over the new State roads.
W EIBEL,
3rd.
I think that a license fee of the farmer who has nniifitenitic.naiinfy
The new highways will
not be
$5 to October 1st and $10 additional destroyed their natural food in. hiis
torn up toy automobile speeders. The
--------------------- ----j for the priviledge of hunting deer to improvement o f swamp or pasture.
plan is to make the State highway
inspectors officers who will be au
i be sufficient, especially so, if neigh- Most of the damage done by birds
The Maine Automobile Association
j boring states have a lower fee, for and. complained o.f by farmers and is backing a bill which will take thorized to enforce the speed laws
and to make arrests.
if it were higher, it woulfd still drive fruit growers arises from this very
the regulation of the speed of auto
a large number into these neighbor cause- The berry-bearing shrubs and
mobiles on the public highways out
seed-bearing weeds have been d ea ring states.
TIME TABLE
of the hands of the towns and put
ed
away,
and
the
birds
have
no
re
I also believe that by adding an
In Effect, December I4tb, 1914.
in under the control of the
state
additional charge of $5 for
each, course but to attack the cultivated highway commission, says the Rock
grain or fruit which, have replaced
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm  deer killed, it would mean that a
land Courier Gazette.
ington for Phillips, Rangeley. and Kingfiehi, at hunter would shoot at a deer first, their natural food supply. The great
This plan is strongly urged by the
6.15 P. M.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. PaBand look at its majority of Land birds subsist upon
•enger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A . M. if he had a shot,
advocates
of good roads, automoNorth Anson, Me., Feb. 6, 1915.
insects
during
the
period
of
nestling
»nd from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 size When he came upon it
after
P.M.
bilists and many others cn account T o the E d ito r of M ain e Wo ods:
and
moulting,
and
also
feed
their
.shooting, and that i f ’ he had to pay
MIXED T R A IN arrives at 9.35 A. M and leaves
Enclosed please find check
for
first of the great number of speed ordi
$5 for each one he took out, lie woui young upon, them during the
•t 11.00 A. M.
few weeks.
Many species live
al nances in force throughout the State $1.00 for Maine Woods for another
largest
STRONG P A S S E N G E R T R A IN S leave for see to it that he got the
I see they are
proposing
most entirely upon insects',
taking and because it does away with some year.
Farmington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For ones possible, and leave the others.
Phillips' at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and
vegetable food only when other sub of the small constables who arrest lots of changes this winter in the
Rangeley at 6.47 P. M. and for Kingfield at 5.60 P. JI believe a fla t charge for a license
sistence fails'.
It is thus
evident automotoilists, not because they are game laws.
M.
would' mean' Joss sllhughter.
W hile
be
I don’t see why the old ones are
that
in
the
course
o
f
a
year
birds breaking the speed, limit, but
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
mean
1137 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 ! the $5 per deer extra would
cause they do it simply for
the not all right.
I think myself that
destroy
an,
iinioal*ii/latole
number
of
in
P. M.
quite a sum to the state, i f could
if the warden® would buy a few tons
sects', and it its diflPieuilt to overest money there is in it for them.
MIXED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 8.46
he obtained in other ways, and leave
A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from
There were several striking examp of good hay and feed iit to> the deer
im ate the value of theiir services iia>
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at out a lot o f temptation to k ill
and
constables when the snow is so deep
they
restraining the great tide of insect les last summer where
L40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
leave those not large enough.
established
speed
traps
solely
for are troubled to get feed, it
would
life.
PHILLIPS P A S S E N G E R T R A IN S leave for
4th.
A resident hunter’s license.
Motorists who were save tlie Lives of mere deer in one
Farmington at 6.00 A . M. and 1.16 P. M. For
In winter, in the northern part cf tlveir own gain.
Rangeley at 6.16 P- M.
Tills seems to me to toe a question
the country, insects become scarce actually breaking the law were al year tlian all the prosecutions that
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at.
to be settled by the residents. The or entirely disappeiar. Many species lowed to go free
because
they have been made ini five years.
I
11.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. F rom Rangeley at
U.20 r. M.
I
fee in our state, I believe is $1.25 of biirdsi, however, remain during the could not be overtaken and automo- saw an ad,, in your paper a whijl'e
HIXED T R A IN leaves for Farm ington at 7.30 and is quite worth it here, wlhore we
cold season and aire able to main bijists who were traveling along at ago where the Fish, and Game Com
A. M. Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives from
have a good deal more limited hunt tain. life by eating vegetable
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A . M.
missioners were advertising live deer
flood, a moderate speed were hauled uip.
ing, getting birds principally.
Low speed traps were set
with for sale.
I would like to
inquire
as the seeds of weeds'. Here again
R A N G E L E Y P A S S E N G E R T R A IN S leave for
5thu
I firmly believe that aill non is another useful function of birds the authority o f the towns and auito- through the columns of the Mailne
Farmington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P.
residents should pay a fishing li in destroying these weed seeds and mobiilists were given no warning of Woods where they got the deer and
MIXED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 3.46 cense, say over 14
years of age. thereby Lessening the growth' of the thei(r presence.
In other cases the how it happen® that they have a
P. M. and leaves at 7.30 A. M.
town set speed limits' of from four surplus on hand-.
SALEM P A S S E N G E R T R A IN leaves at 1.00 There is a very large sum spent by next year.
the state for their benefit in hat ehP. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
This is not to' give the commis
Tlie new publication discusses the to six miles an hour, limits almost
KINGFIELD P A S S E N G E R T R A IN leaves for erieisi, stocking ponds and lakes, etc., food habits cf more than. 50 birds impossible for the automotoilists to sioners a dig but for information.
Bigelowat 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P . M. For Farm  and I think the fishermen should each, belonging to 12 families. Many are keep within and not stall! their ma
Yours truly,
ingtonat 12.40 P. M.
S. P. Dunbar.
pay their Share of St.
Also1 I under eastern' forms which are represent chines.
BIGELOW P A S S E N G E R T R A IN leaves for stand it, the bulk of the fees
What the motorists want is
a
paid ed in the W est by a slightly dif
Farmington at 10.50 A . M. Arrives from K in gW A T C H F O R T H E BIG S P O R T S 
by hunters is used tor the fisher ferent species or subspecies,
fieldat 30.00 A . M.
but uniform rate of speed all over the
F. N . B E A L , Gen’l Manager,
It is believed that far bet M A N ' S S H O W E D I T I O N O F M A I N E
men, and $5 ifor a non-resident is a, unless the food habits, differ
they State.
Phillips, Maine.
are not separately described. Among ter condition® w ill result. Uniform WOODS.
I fa ir amount.

Sportsman’s Show
ON FEBRUARY 20, 1915

MORE VIEWS ON
THE GAME LAWS

Middletown Man Replies to Rep
resentative Herrick’s Questions

R A W FURS
R.

476 Fulton St., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Watch for the big Sportsman’s
Show Edition of
M AIN E

WOODS

Forms close for advertisements
February 14. Send in your copy
now and be sure your ad is there.

AUTOMOBILE
ASSOCIATION

Wants Uniform Rate of Speed all
Over State

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILRIAD

DUNBAR WANTS
INFORMATION

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , F E B R U A R Y

11, 1915.

D A IL Y H IG H SCORE
at tibeir option; provided, that
a
re-entry must, if required, give place
The management will give a trophy
to a shooter who has taken mo part
ISSU E D W EE K LY
in the contest on that day.
In to the contestant making the highest
B ra c k e tt
terstate rules to govern and
the score on each day of the tourna
ment.
No re-entry will be allowed
P h illip s , M a in e
referees’ decision will be final.
in this event.
Should a contestant
C H A M P I O N - re-en.ter cn the same day, his first
AMATEUR
L A D IE S ’
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager
score only to count.
On Saturday,
S H IP .
February 27th (the final day), this
event will not close until the even
OUTING EDITION
Competition beginning
Saturday,
ing moonlight session is concluded.
pasrea . ...................................... $1.00 per year
February 20th, at 9.30 a. m.
LOCAL EDITION
,
Contestants will be
required to
1? and 16 p a g e s ............................. $1.65 per year
T H E M O O N L IG H T E V E N T S
determine
Canadian. ^.Mexican, Cuban and Panama su<b- shoot at fifty targets to
cription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription the winner.
The competition clos
7.30 to 10.00 P. M. D a ily .
E cents extra.
ing after the afternoon session
of
Saturday, February- 27th, is
conContestants will be
required
to
Entered as second class matter. January 21.
oluided.
In event of a fie, this will shoot at fifty targets each and will
t9J9. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, unde
the Act of March 3.1879,
be shot o ff at twenty-five
targets enter tine competition iu the regular
Tlieir scores to count for the
each.
The winner to receive a tro way.
Y j j MaiUelWoods thoroughly covers the entire phy emblematic of The Ladies’ Nat qualifying rounds of the individual
or Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Campional Sprotsman’s Show
Champion championship and for the daily high
ng and Outing news, and the Franklin county
ship.
Interstate rules to govern.
score trophy.
A special merchan
cally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
dise trophy will be' offered each even
and game photographs from its readers.
P R O F E S S I O N A L C H A M P I O N S H I P ing in this event.
The highest
When ordering the address or vour paper
score at fifty targets to determine
hanged, please give the old as well as new
Open to Professionals only.
The the winner.
Entry, $2.00; including
ddress.
same rules and conditions governing price of targets.
These events sub
the Amateur Championship will ap divided as follows:
T H U R S D A Y , F E B R U A R Y 11, 1915.
ply in this event.
The five
high
guns to qualify.
Re-entry may be T H E A B E R C R O M B I E & F I T C H Emade.
The final round at one hun
VENT.
dred targets w ill be shot on Satur
S a tu r d a y Evening, F e b r u a r y 20th
day, February 27ith, at 3.30 p.
m.
sharp.
Ties will be shot off at 3.00
The winner to receive a Liquor
p. m.
Entry in the final
round Cabinet, consisting of four beautiful
$3.00, including price of targets. The ly cut quart bottles, incased in an
winner to receive a trophy emblem inlaid mahogany box.
Lock and
"! —i atic of the National Sportsman’s name plate of bronze. Donated
by
Show Professional Championship.
Abercrombie & Fish Co., 53 West
Thirty-sixth St., New York City.

J. W .

C O M M IT T E E

Co.

TRAP SP00TING
TOURNAMENT

National Sportsman's Show Champiocships, In Conjunction withj§
Show at New Grand
Central Palace

IN T E R -C IT Y

G UN -C LU B

TEAM
THE

S C H O V E R L IN G ,

C H A M P IO N S H IP .

GALES

DALY

&

The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
will give a public hearing in its room at the State
House, in Augusta, on
W E D N D S D A Y , Feb 17, at 2 P. M., on
No. 20. An Act to provide for a closed time on
bull moose.
No. 29. A n Act to provide for a resident hunt
er’s license, with petitions for same.
No. 21. An Act to prohibit the digging out of
fox dens.
No. 54. An Act relating to night hunting for
wild birds and wild animals.
No. 8. Petition uf George M. Barrows o f N e w 
port and 575 other residents of Maine in favor of
a non-resident fishing license.
T H U R S D A Y , February 18, 1915, at 2 p. m„ on
the following:
An Act to amend Section 4. of Chapter 87 of the
Public Laws of 1911 relating to employment agen
cies.
An Act relating to the hours of labor of certain
employees in and about the stations of railroad
corporations.
An Act to establish a minimum wage for State
House employees.
An Act to amend Section four, seven and eight
at d adding Section twelve of chapter sixty-five
of the public laws of 1911 relating to the Depart
ment of Labor and Industry.

*

j

THE
N A T IO N A L
S P O R T S M A N ’S
SH O W A M A T E U R C H A M P IO N 
S H IP .

The competition, to qualify for the
final round in this event, will begin
Saturday morning, February
20th,
at 9.30 a. m., and close Saturday
afternoon, February 27th, at 2.30 p.
m
There will be shooting sessions
from 9.30 a. m. to 5.00 p. m.
and
from 7.30 p. m. to 10.00 p. m., on
Saturday and each week day there
after throughout the tournament, in
order to determine the ten high guns
who will compete in the finals for
ti.e championship.
Contestants will
be required to shoot at fifty targets
each, the ten high guns to qualify.
Ties will be shot off on Saturday,
February 27th, at 3.00 p. m. sharp.
The ten high guns who qualify for
the final round will shoot at
one
hundred targets each to
determine
the winner.
Entry in this final event, $3.00, including price of
tar
gets.
This final round will he shot
of at twenty five targets per man,
The winner to receive a trophy, em
blematic of “The Amateur National
Sportsman’s Show Championship.”
Contestants may re-enter 'in the com
petition to qualify for the final round

The winner to receive a beautiful
selected Leonard Rug. Mounted with
open mouth.
Skin 4% x 8V2 feet
frem tip to tip.
Donated by John
Murgatroyd, 57 West Tw'enty-fourth
St., New York City.
THE

C O N S O L A T IO N

S aturday

EVENT

Evening, F e b r u a r y 27th

All winners of a previous trophy
in this tournament, of any kind what
ever, to shoot under a handicap of
one target in this event; that is,
in determining the winner, one dead
bird will be scored as lost against
them.
The winner to receive a
beautifully designed mission finish
Gun Cabinet, donated hy the man
agement.

H IG H A V E R A G E T R O P H Y

To the contestant entering
the
competition each day and making the
highest average for the tournament
will be presented a handsome trophy,
donated by the Forest and
Stream
Publishing Co., of 22 Thames
St..
New York City.
A contestant must
enter the competition each day
in
order to qualify.
He may re-enter
at his option, the highest daily score
at fifty targets to count. This event
will not close until after the moon
light session of Saturday, February
27th, is concluded.

AUGUSTA FISHERMEN
A party of Augusta fishermen in
which were Henry Gregoire, Odelon
Blanchette, L. Laliberte
and
G.
Ferrand returned Tuesday afternoon
frem Long pond in Somerville, Where
they
hiad
for
the
past
three
days been enjoying the ice fishing.
They had a long ride in the face of
a. biting wind, but they report that
they had a good time and
brought
home with them a fine string o f 26
fish..

A r tific ia l

Seasoning

of T im b e r .

Methods of artificial seasoning oi
timber have been devised within recent years.
Seasoning that would
occupy three or four years by nat»
ral processes can now be accom
plished in proper kilns in from tlire«
or four days to as many weeks.
The work is done in closed-in
buildings, capable of holding from
20,000 to 50,000 cubic feet of timber.
The floor is gently sloping, and tht
timber is gradually passed down It
A fan draMs air over the surface!
of a steam-heater, and the air passe#
through the piles of boards or plankt
which are separated about an inch.
The air enters at the lower end in'
order to carry the moisture derived
from the timber that has been lony
est in the kiln to that which has jual
been introduced . at the upper end.
The reason for this is that in sea
soning the air must be charged with
moisture at the beginning and only
dry at the later Stages.
Without
this precaution the timber would b«
“case-dried,” the interior remainlnj
damp. In the latter instance it wonld
afterwF rfjc! warp and crack.

W E D N E S D A Y , Feb. 24, at 2 P. M„ on
No. 13. An Act to extend the open season for
fly fishing in the pool at Upper Dam, and in the
l-iver from said pool to Lake Mollychunkamunk.
from September 15th to October 1st of each year,
with a petition of John S. Doane and 27 others for
same.
No. 28. Petition of Alvah Coolidge and 11
others, residents of Upton and vicinity, relating
to fishing in Dead Cambridge river and oOier i
waters in Oxford county.
No. 31, Petition of E. M. Grant and 15 others, I
residents of Oxford county, asking lor additional
restrictions upon fishing in Metalluc Biook. a !
tributary to Upper Richardson Lake.
No. 33. Petition of A. S. Thompson of Jay, and j
64 others, asking for additional regulations upon
fishing in waters in Jay and Chesterville. in |
Franklin County, and in Fayette, Kennebec ]
county.
X-R a y e d H a ir.
No. 38. An Act to amend Chapter thirty-two
I f what a well-known lady doctor
of the Revised Statutes as amended hy Chapter \
two hundred and six of the Public L aw s of 1913, tells the writer is true, peroxide of hy.
relating to fishing in Great. Long. East, North. I
Ellis, McGraw and Snow ponds, in Kennebec and I drogen is not the only means by
Somerset counties.
which a crop of yellow hair can be got
Nos. 43 and 44. An Act to make closed season
by those who are not naturally blonds.
on trout and on salmon from Sept. 30th to May-L
31st in the lakes and ponds in Oxbow . Bowman, I All you may have to do, it seems, it
Parmachenee, Lynch and Parker towns, so-called, j to have your head X-rayed. A dark
andin Lincoln and Magalloway Plan’s, in Oxford
county, and to make a closed time for said fish haired girl patient of hers recently
in all streams and rivers in the above named ; underwent this treatment, and lo!
townships from September 15th to May 31st, and J
to permit only fly fishing in said townships, also ' when the hair reappeared it was yel
to prohibit the carrying away or transportation I
low as the daffodils that bloom in tht
of fish taken in the above named waters except
The peroxide plan, though, is
from the place where caught to a camp, lodge. | spring.
dwelling house or hotel in the above named j
cheaper r Both are painless.
townships.

Teams to be composed of five men
M on day Evening, F e b r u a r y 22nd
Each contestant must be a
The annual trap shooting
tourna each.
The winner to received a mounted
ment to be heild at Grand Central bona fide member of the club under game Fish, Pike mounted on oak
Palace, 46th St. and Lexington Ave., whose name his, team is entered; in- frame under oval glass 48 by
30
from February 20th to 27th inc., 1915 fringment of this rule will disqualify
inches.
Donated by
Schoverling,
The names and
will begin Saturday, February 20th, |the entire teamDaly & Gales, 302
Broadway, New i
j addresses of contestants composing
promptly at 9.30 a. in.
York City.
to
The shooting sessions will be from j each team must be handed in
T H E H A R D E N CO . E V E N T
9.30 a. m. to 5.00 p. m. and from l the Secretary before beginning com
A
club may
enter as
7.30 p. m. to 10.00 p. m., daily, at petition.
T u e s d a y Evening, F e r u a r y 23rd
which times contestants may make many contestants as they see fit.
The
five
high
scores
to
count.
No
entry and endeavor to qualify
for
The winner to receive a quartered
Beautifully
de
the final round which willl determine re-entry will be allowed in this event. oak Gun Cabinet.
When a club entry is declared all signed in mission finish.
Double
the championship.
The Moonlight Events will be a contestants must shoot on the same doors of plate glass, racks for six
No added names guns on each side, drawer, shell com
big feature.
T .ere will be plenty day, or evening.
will be allowed.
Contestants will partments, etc.
Donated by
the
of light. •
The Interstate Association
Trap enter the competition in the regular Frank S. Harden Co., Camden, N. Y.
Shooting rules, as reivsed in 1909, way, their scores to count for the
T H E H. & D. F O L S O M E V E N T
qualifying rounds of the
Individual
will govern.
Championship—
each
contestant
shoot
A ll shooting will be strictly high
W ed ne s da y Ev e n in g , F e b r u a r y 24th
ing at fifty targets.
Not more than
guns.
The winner to receive a Trap j
Ideal-Leggett trap throwing
blue two members of a team will he al
Shooting Coat made of zihilene cloth. j
lowed
to
shoot
in
the
same
squad.
At
rock targets will Le used.
Suede leather
lined
body,
suede I
Entries in all events, price of tar the end of the afternoon session on
leather sleeves, and with patent knit-!
Satuu*hay,
February
27th,
the
scores
gets only unless otherwise specified.
of the five men comprising
each ted collar and knitted wristlets. Do
Price of targets two cents each.
nated by the H. & D. Folsom Arms
i
team
will
be
totaled,
and
trophies
Non-appearance will forfeit entry.
j presented to each, member of
the Co., 314 Broadway, New York City.
This rule will be stricly enforced.
on T H E V O N L E N G E R K E & D E T M O L D
Manufacturers’ representatives will team making the highest s< ore
not be eligible to shoot for troph I their total of two hundred and fifty
EVENT.
! targets. Interstate rules to govern.
ies.
Ties,
if
any,
will
he
shot
off
at
Squads will shoot in sections
of
T h u r s d a y Ev e n ing , F e b ru a ry 25th
three.
Be sure of your squad num twenty-five targets to each contes
The winner to receive a
golden
tant.
ber each day.
i oak Smoker’s Set consisting of huA full line of factory loaded shells
|midors, tobacco jar, pipe rack, ash |
THE
LONG
RUN T R O P H Y
(trap loads) will be on sale on the
trays and cigar cutter. Donated by
roof.
Von Lengerke & Detmold, 200 Fifth
To the contestant making the long
Further information relative to the
Ave., New York City.
est
straight
run
of
the
tournament
tournament will he cheerfully
fur
TH E MURGATROYD EV EN T
nished by W. G. Hearne,
National will be presented a handsome gold
Sportsman’s Show, Grand
Central j trophy, donated by Mr. E. L. Haas,
F rid a y E v e n ing , F e b r u a r y 26th
Palace, 46 St. and Lexington Ave., 40 West 74 St., New York City.
A contestant shall be eligible
at
all times to shoot for this trophy;
provided, that an unfinished long run
may be continued on a re-entry—
from session to session, or from day
to day.
A contestant may not con
tinue a long run from day to day,
however, unless the continuation he
made on the succeeding day; that
is, should a contestant have an un
finished long run on Saturday,
he
must enter the competition again on
Monday in order to continue his run,
and so cn throughout the tournament.
This event willl not close until after
the moonlight session of
Saturday,
February 27tli, is concluded. Inter
state rules to govern.

H E A R IN G S

J

EVENT

j

New York City.

No. 51. Petition of A. W . W alker and 18 others,
citizens of Oxford county, asking for additional
restrictions upon fishing in Shagg. Abbott and
Little Concord Ponds, in the towns of Woodstock
and Sumner, O xford county.
Assigned for hearing Feb. 25, 1915, at 2 p. m.
A n Act regulating hours of employment and
relating to conductors and motormen.

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES

MAINE WOODS

Sportsman’s Show
Edition
ITH THE PUBLICATION
of our big Sportsman’s
Show Number in February,
we are offering to Hotel and
Camp Proprietors, the best chance
they have had for years of get
ting their hotels and camps be
fore the sportsmen of America.
This is not a theory, but a proven
fact.
Those who advertised in our
former editions, the last of-which
was published in 1910, know this,
and we want the opportunity of
proving it to the rest.
Advertising forms close the
14th of February. Rates on ap
plication.

M A IN E W O O D S
P H I L L I P S , ME.

M A IN E

C L A S S IF IE D
One cent u word in advance. N o headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

DEFENDANT WINS
AUTOMOBILE CASE

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , F E B R U A R Y

of the work at the former hatchery
and present a few photographs also-,
through the courtesy of Mr. Hayford.

ATTENTION HOTEL
AND CAMP MEN

FOR SALE —T w o handsome
thor
oughbred, rose combed white W ya m !
A fter being o.ut less than ten min
dotte cockerels, weighing nine and
utes the jury in the case of Clias.
ten pounds.
W ill make price right.
H. Mine-lien vs. L. A.
Wo-rtbley,
L. C. Phillips.
Phillips. R. F. D.
which
was
tried
in
the
Supreme
— -------------------------------------— ------re
WANTED—A capable,
trust wortlvy court fo-r Androscoggin county
boy or an elderly man to do chores. turned a verdict for the defendant.
The defense was that
Minclien
Five head of cattle and horses. A
good job for the right party. Albert was the culpable party and that his
E. Kempt on,
Phillips,
Farmers’ machine was moving at a rapid rate
of speed when the accident happen
W e are receiving orders every day
' ’phone.
ed..
W ortbley testified that as lie for advertising in our Sportsman’s
FOR S A LE — A dandy little
launch ' drove onto the bridge be saw Min Show number to he distributed in
He shut New York February 20-27 at the
fitted for sail or power—with
full clien approaching rapidly.
machine “ old fashioned” Sportsman’s Show to
equipment, ready for water.
Price ! off the power of his own
as be held there.
and full description can be hscer- j and threw in the brakes just
He had stop
tained by addressing, W. H. John- ‘ the crash occurred.
The following are the orders re
ped within four feet of the place i ceived to date:
son. Belgrade, Maine.
where he wras when he first saw' I M ain e C e n tr a l Railroad,
PRICE of shovel handle blocks, Minclien.
Sandy R i v e r & Rangeley L a k e s R a il
d ia rie s A.
Bean cf
Portland, | road,
winter and spring 1915, X X blocks,
84 cents; X blocks, 60 cents; No. 3 Franklin A. Lawton of Phillips and j J. J. Pooler, F alm outh H o te l ,
testified Capt. F. C. B ark er,
blocks, 24 cents per dozen.
Ames U. S. Jacobs of Phillips
Shovel & T ool Co., D. G. Bean that they had seen Minclien driv Pow ell & Cle m e n t,
ing his car at. high' rate of speed. W i l l i a m N. Gokey Shoe Co.,
agent, Bingham, Me.
Jacobs also testfied that
Minclien I
H. E. P ic k fo r d , P i c k f o r d ’s Camps,
, After February 2nd, Mrs. F. H. told him the party stopped to take
W i n c h e s t e r Repeating A r m s Co.,
Richardson of Phillips wTill
carry a drink when he arrived to help pull
R o be rt W a l k e r , T r o u t B roo k Camp s,
Grand Union Tea Co; merchandise the automobile out of the bridge.
W A. Da vis, Katah din V i e w Camp s,
Mrs. Jacobs testified that Minclien
in .her home.
Tel. No. 33-11, Farm-!
C. A. Cole, Mingo S prings Hote l and
ere’ Line.
A ll tickets which former 1had passed her and her husband at
Camps,
that
customers have on. hand wilt be ex-1 a rapid rate of speed and
L. L. Bean, F re epo rt, M a in e .
changed and we hope to have pat- ! when she and Mr. Jacobs arrived at
W a l t e r J. S w e tt, L apom peog Camps,
ronage of all our customers as in the the bridge she smelled . liquor cn !
Ox Bow. M e.
someone
in
the
Minclien
party
and
I
past.
M rs . F. B. Burns, M oo selo okm egu ntic
did not smell any on Wortbley.
- j
House, Ha ine s L a n d in g .
FOR SALE — Remington Ten
type- j Fred M. Richardson described the
Lake
photograph
was [ R. B. T a y l o r , W e s t C a r r y
writer, almost new.
Casli or easy locality and a
Camp
s,
Dead
River.
In
rebuttal i
terms.
J. F. Long, 104 Exchange shown and explained.
Minclien dennied having been drinkin j A. E. D u rg in , Lake M oxie.
Street, Portland, Me.
Lake
and said that lie had taken
only j Joseph H . W h i te , B la k e sle e
FOR SALE— Wcod sawr outfits:
3 |two glasses of beer that day. Clark j Camps, Eustis.
F. P. complete $85: 4% H. P. $110: ! de clared that the car wouldn’t
go j H. W . M a x fie ld , Rowe Pond Camps,
5 H. P. $125: 6 H. P. $150. Guaran- |as fast as W ortbley and his witnes- | Row e Pond.
teed for five years.
28 inch saw ses said Minclien had been driving. j B. E. B ro w n , B row n ’s Camps, K e z a r
$5.50.
Other sizes in
proportion. ' F. A. Morey appeared for Minclien : Lake,
Thirty days free trial.
Thorndike Judge Newell and J. Blaine Morri
F. L. B linn , H o te l E a g le , Brun s
Machine Co., Portland, Maine.
son appeared for Wortbley.
J w ick,

Alive, unhurt, all kinds, uld or young. Also
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
named animals at all times of year. _ W rite or
wire w la t you have to offer, stating lowest
price. Fur farmers wanting stock shauld write
me for prices and information before buying.
M. F. S T E V E N S .
Dover. Maine .
Tel. 61.15

WE G U A R A N T E E TO IN C R E A S E
YOUR CATCH G F R A W FURfa IF
OUR B A IT S A R E U S E D . With each
bottle we give a written guarantee,
and if not satisfied your money will be
returned. W e must please'you or lose
money.
5000 B O TTLES H A V E
ALREADY
BEEN SO LD A N D N O T O N E T R A P 
PER H A S A S K E D FOR H IS M O N E Y
B A C K . ________
A N IM A L ATTRACTOR
will lure all flesh eating animals such as
the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive*, erm
ine, wolf, fox, lyqx, opossum, martin,
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
M USK R AT ATTRACTOR
For luring muskrats only. Price (100150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
BEAVER ATTRACTOR
For luring beaver only. Price (100-150
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
T R A IL SC E N T
For making trails to and from sets.
Very powerful odor.
Economical to
use. Price $1.00 postpaid.
3 Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00
DON’T W A S T E Y O U R T IM E A N D
MONEY W IT H B A IT S T H A T M A Y
OR M A Y NO T BE GOOD. U S E A T 
TRACTORS A N D BE S U R E O F R E 
SULTS— A N IN C R E A S E D C ATCH .

Animal Attractor Company,
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.

t>

LET EACH COUNTY
MAKE ITS LAWS
Some Opinions of ajHancock County
Camp Proprietor

One of the Best of Opportunities to
Advertise Your Business.

FOXES W A N T E D

11, 1915.

Alligator Lake Gamps,
Great Pond, Me.,
Jan. 30, 1915.
T o the E d ito r of M a in e .Woods:

1915
N E W Y O R K ’S

Original Annual

SPORTSMAN’S

SHOW
TWENTIETH

YEAR

Feb. 20th to 27th,

I have been itn the guide business
over 38 years and have seen many j
changes in the game laws. Some I ;
think have been for the good and !
some for the bad.
Now the coming
legislature is talking of a
close
time on moose for a period of five
yc-ars. Now I think that is loo long a
time; two years are enough. I think.
N E W Y O R K C IT Y
The scarcity of moose is due to ■
not killing small hulls.
They are
killed just the same and left where
they are killed, that is my opinion,
and they keep on killing until they
Outdoor Trap Shooting
are lucky enough to get one that w ill
Tournament on Grand
•stand the law.
Now if they were
Central Palace Roof.
allowed ,to keep the small ones if
would satisfy any true sportsman?
Fly Casting Contest
The calling of moose ought to be
stopped for this reason. Nearly, if Sportsmen’s Equipment and
not all, the calling is done in the
Resorts represented in Ex
night aind one cannot tell whether a
hibits.
moose’s herns are three inches long
or less, so they take their chances
and kill, to find their mistake after
the*- moose is dead. - Now if - the
-hunter was allowed to -have
that
doesn’t get is Where the shoe pinches
small bull perhaps that would pre
is my opinion.
vent him from killing another, and
In another article written by a
it lias been told to me. by experiemcformer
guide saying
there
were
I ed callers tlia-t small hulls will come
more moose and deer killed by jack
|to a -call quicker than, an old one.
ing than any other way, I will aI was reading an article in the
gree with him on that point. I don’t
: Maine Woods by Mr. Herrick, who
pretend to know it aJl'l, only giving
j is in favor of shortening the
open
my opinions.
i season on bag game the last
two
Sincerely yours,
! weeks in December.
I think
if
John F. Haynes.
the season is to be shortened, take
N. H i E llis , Rangeley T a v e r n ,
off the two first weeks in October as
Nic knam es of Prize Fighters.
M L. G e tc h e ll Co., M o n m o u t h ,
the weather is warm and the farm
There was a time when nearly every
L.. E. B o w le y , Mountain V i e w House, er who pays the bulk o f the
tax prominent prize fighter had a nick
Ed G r a n t & Sons Co., Ke nnebago, don’t want to kill his deer
until name more generally used by admir
Me.,
into December when the weather is ers than his real name, and some of
these were picturesque.
William
Geo. B u rtis , W o rc e s te r, Mass.,
cold and be can save his game.
R edington & Go., W a t e r v i l l e ,
camp
In Hancock county where I reside Thompson, who won the championship
in 1835, was known as Bendigo. The
and home furnis hin gs ,
we don’t get any hunting on snow
Australian mining town was named af
H. C. C h a p m a n Hotel Co.,
B angor until about December so, ■ if
they ter him, and although some of its in
House,
shorten the two weeks in December habitants managed to have it re
G S. M c K e n n e y , C a r a t u n k ,
it would give the people near the christened Sandhurst, the new name
B. H . C l a r k , Lin coln C e n t r e .
sea coast a slim chance to secure never caught on.
their game.
I think every county
Mrs. Aunde T. Hay ford of Oquosshould make its own game Taws.
Too Long to Be E n tir e ly Valid .
Oliver Knox read some published
soc, who is spending the winter with SERVES TO MINIMIZE GLARE
Now about the non-residents’ li
her son, Charles O. Hayford at Hackcense.
I think if there was no li letters in a breach-of-promise suit, and
“ This idiot wrote to the
A r ti c l e It Is T h o u g h t W i l l Do A w a y cense at all and if a non-resident laughed.
ettstown, N. J., writes:
girl that he would love' her always,”
W i t h G eneral C o m p la in t
“ Mr. and Mrs. Norman Walker, of
killed a deer to take out of
the
he commented. “ Now I contend that
Ag ain a * Headlig ht.
Orange, N. J., are, like many others ,
state, make him pay $5.00 or $10.00 ‘always’ is the longest word in the
in thus country, personally interest
for each deer taken out and if lie dictionary, and no wise man ever uses
Since the crusade against glaring
ed in the European war.
A ll of headlights designers and inventors refused to pay that, take bis game it.” “No,’’ retorted his discerning wife,
Mr. W alker's male relatives are eith have spent much valuable time en and fine him $25.00 and costs. This “ and no wise woman would believe
^
er fighting with the allies, or help deavoring to bring out some simple, making a- man pay for something lie him if he did.”
ing to guard their foreign
posses cheap and effective article that can
sions.
Only a few weeks ago they be used on any electric headlight with
received word that his sister’s only j out destroying its appearance and at
son had been killed in battle in i the same time do what the law re
quires. There have been all sorts and
France.
kinds, and while vthe majority have
The Walkers are among our best ; been east aside as not being able to
known guests at the Lakes, having I
been guests at Pleasant Island for I
many seasons.
The poor boy was only twenty-one j
Conducts a first class job printing department
years oLd.
Is it not sad?
I am
s-j afraid that we will get into some
thing, either the European: or Mexi
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
can war that I don’t dare think abouit it.
W e are so near New York
City
that wre have a good
chance to
know considerable of the suffering
there.
To-day is “ Bundle Day’’
there;
and
Charlies’ w ife and 1
worked all the week to get a bundle
ready to send.
Mayor Mitchell ap
pointed the day and all the
bestknown society ladies are working—
realty and truly working. The suf
fe rin g
and destitution is terrible— (
worse than ever before.
One of the 'local merchants here,
who was in town the other day, told. authorities, there ajre some.that have
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
Charles that /lie saw the Bread Line been approved and are in use on cars.
A new device is a fluted aluminum
and that he never- witnessed
any
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
thing like it before. And he has- al cap which is «o designed as to fit
ways lived here and thought he around the base of the bulb, while a
small spring is also fitted to prevent
knew something of the city poor.”
dummies and prices on request.
the cap from rattling, This device
Mrs. Hayford’s son Charles, is su tends to hold in the light rays and yet
perintendent of the
New
Jersey affords sufficient light for almost any
hatchery which is located at Haek- sort of driving, but is easily removed
ettstewn, N. J., and Mr.
Ernest when the car is in the country. It has,
Napier is president.
W e have un with many others, been tested by au
I
1
derstood’ from several sources that thorities and been found to meet with

Inclusive

Grand Central
Palace •

J. H. H. DRESSEL, Gen. Manager

General Admission, 50c

SUPERINTENDENT
AT NEW JERSEY
War Bringing Great Sorrow to
Well Known Summer Guests.

MAINE WOODS

W h y not let u s H elp
you

w itH y o u r

a d v e rtisin g ?

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. H e was the first bottler; has

the largest business and N Y O IL
the best oil he has ever made.

is

N Y O IL
HAS NO EQ UAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers 9ell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. N Y E ,
N e w Bedford ,

j

his services are much, valued there.
Mr. Hayford was formerly the effic
ient superintendent of the Oquossoc
hatchery, and was always found to
be painstaking and trustworthy in
that position.
W e are hoping a little later to
publish quite an. extended
account

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,

their approval.

Kidd's Vanished Treasures.
People are still searching for Cap
tain Kidd’s buried treasure.
This
looks like a waste of time, as the cap
tain, having money to barn, probably
cremated it.

I
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up before the Mountain View House-, ] had been, started, Mr. Rowley came batching to, the rope and prying up sun, a chance to come to tine solid
one of the finest hotels in the em- j to work as a chore boy. That was the hindquarters with, a pil'ank or bil/ue ice, it penetrates, it very quick
very ly, and we usually speak cf iit as be
tire lake region..
38 years ago. and from that time to pole, they can, be pulled out
ing honeycombed. Often the morn
easily,
generalllly
no
worse
from
their
the
present
hd®v
name
has.
been
assoThe Mountain View is located near
Mrs. Boiwiley ducking, after they hiave driven far ing after a. cold ndglit, when it would
the outiltet of Rangeley
where it elated with the house.
When another bear tons of weight, toward
night,
flows into the stream that connects came at about the same time, a- enough to get warm.
after
a
warm
day,
it
will
not
begin
horse
is
not
avail
able,
two
men
can
thougth.
they
were
not
married
until!
with) the
Moo® elldcme gumtic.
The
water by to hold, the weight o f a man. I have
For three years, pull, a horse out of the
broad waters of the lake stretch a- some years1 later.
was putting a slip noose around its neck, often stuck my axe handle through,
way in front whdille a backing of so|F he worked a®, chore boy and
two
then
promoted
to
the.
position
of so as to choke it, causing it to fill in spots where it was over
id and primeval forest lies in. the*
rear.
For many years, this hotel clerk which, lie held three years more with air, when it w ill float up light feet thiick, and for day© after this,
has been a Mecca for the lovers of and then became a partner of Mr. er in tlie waiter and it is much eas- we would go on it with, team®, by goA
few ie • to draw it out. But it is usual img in the morning.
and
dturing that Kimball in the businesis.
Tllie Last Lake in the great chain the lake region
ly a bard pull, bard on, tlie horse as
years
more
passed
on,
and
the
sen
“ There are different way© of the
of North'em Maine is the Raingelley time it has seen a steady
growth
weQil as hard on the men.
ior
partner
retired,
'leaving
Mr.
Bowice leaving tlie lake.
Sometimes
and this sheet of water lies wihicLlfy and. development.
“A ny sensible to,ter will, not be when it i© quite thick, and will! luiq
ley
as
owner
of
the
establishment.
in Franklin County.
Its altitude is
The silver birches., which border
It was then .that the hotel: com caught on tlie lake without an axe tlie weight o.f a. man in, most pieces,
1511 feet above the seai, which, is the .Shore in front of the hotel lend
menced
its evolution..
Up to that for it is not cmlly useful for cutting a strong wind willH spring up, and
only 64 feet Less than the extreme a brightness to the general! outlook
head-waters of the Mississippi. Tliis which, is very pilteaislng, looking aero® time it had been a small! affair, but a hole to find the thickness o,f the where it is melilted away' from the
lake is- ten miles long and in many tlie lake to where the spruce cover by this time tlie tide of travel bad ice, hut in time of trouble it is im- shores enough to allow the whole body
places more than two miles
wide, ed sides of Bald Mountain are reflect become so latge that it was neces disipemsaibile, as in case of a, team to. get a start, the wind will! keep it
cut in motion., pressing it out on
sary to. increase ilts size and accom getting in, it is necessary to
the
although tlie average width is a little ed in the quiet waters of the lake.
place©
for
the
men.’©
feet,
to
enabllie
modations.
This
work
has
been
go
shore, where it will! keep falling to
less. It has a total area of four
The house is. backed by pine and
them to brace themselves for
a pieces, until, a few hours
time,
teen square males, and this is Located spruce forests,
interspersed with ing on from year to year ever since
and to-day tine Mountain View
has good puli.
a whole .lake lull of ice
will! be
in one of the most beautiful valllleys birch and maple.
“ Although I have been on the ice ground to a powder on *he
the best of accommodations for 150
rocky
in New England.
Mountains
and
This splendid forest growth which
guests and during the summer season with horses a great deal, in the past shore, sometimes piling up 20 or 30
high elevations age on. aid sides and
extends leagues on leagues to, and
30 years, and have taken all kind© of feet high.
its capacity is taxed to the limit.
A few years ago,, at Tlie
from many of these hililis
large
beyond, the borders o f Canada, is an
chances
I have been, fort unate enough Birches, which command© a view of
streams come tumbling down to join
important factor in the healfthfuilines®
This the greater part of the lake, in the
Connected with the Mountain View not to drown but one horse.
their waters with the fake.
of this region, for where the spruce
was done by breaking tlie throat morning not a blilt of water was to
is
a
big
farm
and
although,
much
of
The Indian name of this sheet of and pine grow, is strength, in every
from be seen and at night not a bit of
tlie 200 acres is iin, forest the culti latch and clearing his head
water was. Oqnossoc and this
is breath of air you breathe.
bead ice was to- be seen.
vated portion i® sufficient to raise the bridle, amid slatting his
This was the
still perpetuated in a fishing asso
The hotel grounds, Including the
under the Ice, while we had
hold 20th day of May.”
ciation. and a small hamliet. A hotel! lawns and groves near by are ah nearly ail the vegetables, needed in
could
the hotel.
Same sax or eight cows of the reins, and before we
Many other interesting
stories
and a lake steamer also, bear
the way®. Clean and
attractive
and and the same number o f horse® are get a rope around ibis neck.
might be told of these Lakes and
same name and these w ill serve to there is plenty of room for all the
“ A number of years ago, when Ma
their countless resorts. Around their
keep green one of the most sonorous open air sports the guest© may care kept and enough hay is cut for their
dam Peary used to be the cook at shores have been woven many a ro
use.
A
22-.foot
motor
boat,
canoes,
of Indian names.
Cnp.suptiic Lake to indulge in.
The broad veran
and backboards furnish, both, sport Bemis, it got to be the tenth of May mance and not least among these is
lies to the northwest and its separ das are a favorite place to
pass
during before I got ready to take her down, tlie story o f bow Rangeley was named
I
ated from the larger body of water many pleasant hours, While the large and exercise to the guests
1 got tlie lightest
and but tfiii® tale wilili be reserved for the
the
summer
month,s.
One
of
the th eii'ke.
by Bald Mountain and a narrow isth music room is the scene of frequent
famous visiting spots in the camp cheapest horse I caulld get in Ran story of next Saturday which
w®
mus near its. base.
This last nam card and dancing parties.
of the late Senator Frye, on Cupsup- geley, and was told that df I did not conclude the lake series.
ed Hake has an. area of but
three
Hammocks are swung in the groves
bring the horse back $50 would pay
And ■then “ Cassie” drew
u.p in
square miles', and here is located the for the novel reader, and the tennis tic Lake, and, just beyon l this are
I received many warnings front cf the Rangeley Inn and cur
by
Billy the bill'.
famous Indian Rock spoken of in the court and the climb up Bald Moun the camps made famous
not to put a horse on, the ice, and journey was at an end.
Soule.
It
had
previous article.
This splendkl fislv tain attract the more
strenuous.
one in particular from John, Straw, been a delightful ride dind the cour
ign gronnd is largely due to the Everyone enjoys the
pleasures of
Union tesies of the Rowleys wiflili not he
A half day was most pleasantly who, wa© the agent for the
fact that Rangeley empties its waters boating and canoeing, for the cove
Water
Power
Co.,
who
in
company
passed
at
this
pilace
by
the
writer
least among the memories o f that
at this point and trout and salSmon is always safe for the little
fqlks,
learned that with Mr. Henry Kimball, had just re day.—L. C. Bateman in
Lewiston
naturally gravitate to those
places and it is not spurned by the grown and while there lie
pushing Journal.
Mountain View was a popualr resort turned from Upper Dam,
where the waters seethe and foam. ups.
There is splendid fishing near for Lewiston and Auburn people. Mr. their pang ahead of them. Mr. StrawAnother large feeder of Cupsmptic is the hotel, and bathing i® a
daily
family said that they had found tlie ice so
the river bearing the same name and pastime at the bathing beach. Deer and Mrs. C. 0. M orrill and
were
there
at
the
time
and
their thin-, that they had left their horse M I G R A T O R Y B I R D L A W I N
THE
which has its source far beyond the j are often seen in the nearby forest;
at
Upper
Dam
for
me
to
take
up
on
long
hikes
through,
the
forest
roads
Canadian fine.
Mooselucmegumtic and there is good woodcock and par
U . S. S U P R E M E C O U R T .
lies still farther south and this is tridge shooting in the fall after the were to them a great delight. The the screw, when the ice should have
It was not until a
writer also, met Rev. Dr. Ha,iliock arid left the lake.
the Largest sheet of water in
the close of the .summer season,
when
A case involving the conjstitntionalchain as it has not les® than twen comfortable accommodations are pro wife of Lewiston who were staying month or two later that it came out
horse ity cf the McLean-Weeks Law, pop
ty-one square miles of area.
A t its vided for the .hunter, with, licensed in a nearby resort. Tjie doctor was that they had drowned the
It ularly known as the Federal Migra
outlet is Upper Darn, white the Low  guides who' know their business and in excellent spirits a® he had just soon after leaving Upper Dam.
landed a six-pound, salmon,, which, i© was a remarkably smart horse and a® tory Bird Law, has been ca/nried to
er Dam is at the outlet of Ricliard- are splendid forest companions. RanfolUjotwiing the United States Supreme
Court.
son Lake.
The Middle Dam, so call; geley has been famous for years for always considered a bag trophy for a they drove onto the ice,
parson.
W e have no doubt that the
track’
where
a
four-horse
load Besides fix.ilng seasons for migratory
ed is oin. the lower Ricihardison, or its big fish, both, trout and salmon.
country had been, hauled the afternoon ke- game-birds this law places a perpet
Welckenabacook Lake a® it was call The Mountain View House has easy bis experience in the fake
furnished
brim
with,
many
an
inspir fc re, Mr. Kimball made the remark
ed by the Indian®.
Away beyond
; access to all the best
fishing ing incident to point a smonal and that they would make the ten miles ual close season on ‘migratory in
these are the Umibagog and M.egal.losectivorous birds,’ and specifies the
I
grounds.
Not only are these lakes adorn a tale.
j to Haines Landing in three-quarters
way where the splendid new dam an
following birds a® coming within the
|close at hand, but numerous ponds
|of aai hour.
Mr. Straw was
just meaning of the term: robins, thrush
reservoir have added so much, power
are scattered hereabouts, so that an
After a hearty dinner and enjoying , returning hi© watch, to his pocket,
to- the Androscoggin. However, this,
kinglets,
nuthatche®, titmice,
abundance of both bait and fly fish other courtesies at the Mountain View j after taking tlie time, when the fore es,
section of the lake system is not
chickadees, catbird©, wrens, warblers,
ing is afforded.
came the leave taking and the prep feet of the horse suddenly went
under description at this time, but
vireos, shrikes, waxwings, martins,
An interesting place to visit, only arations to move on.
It was a. bit through,
and throwiirg lid©
head swallows, tanagersi, grosbeaks, bob
wilt be taken, up later.
a few minutes’ walk from the hotel, puzzling how to reach Rangeley vil down, he shot under the ice.
Mr. olinks, meadowflairks, orioles, flycatch
is the state fish hatchery near the lage, which was seven miles
away Straw and Mr. Kiimballll scrambled out ers, hummingbirds, swifts, whip-poorComing back to Capt. Barker and railroad station at Oquossoc, where and no steamer until evening,
hut of tihe pong just as that, too,, was wills, ndglitlharwks (or bull!
hats),
his little steamer the last stop was guests cam. have ample opportunities Mr®. Bowley came to the rescue and
disappearing.
They succeeded
in ,flickers, woodpeckers, ouckoos, ‘‘and
made at Haines Landing, and here to study the methods employed
in offered to take the writer over with getting the horse out, but not until
all other perching birds which feed
the writer parted company with his the propagation of fish by artific- her own private team.
This
was after lie was drowned.’ ’
entirely
or
chiefly on
insects.”
genial and hospitable host. A short i.2'1 means._ There i© a well defined another courtesy that was greatly ap
Should the Supreme Court render a
ride through the forest over a road trail to the summit of Bald Mountain
preciated, a® the ride was over one
It i© only necessary to add that decision adverse to the law, the pro
that wa® once an, Indian trail and from which, a fine view can be had of tlie best reads and through
the
j
Capt.
Barker was not frightened by tection of these birds w ill depend, as
Rangeley Lake was reached amid a in alH directions. Rangeley Lake ap finest of scenery.
the
experience
of Kiimballll and John formerly, on the various and diverse
few moments alter the coach, drew pears to lie at one's feet, with the
It was a delightful day in
early
Straw and, with hiis: cook in
the State laws.
village in the distance and Mountain fall and the ride took us- past sev
pong, made the trip to Bemis in safe
View House close at hand.
From eral noted places. One of these was
ty.
On the way back to Rangeley,
the other side can be seen Mooseliuc- Mingo Springs, the elegant estate
T H E S P O R T S M A N ’S S H O W EHthowever, he met with the common
meguntic and Oupsu.ptio Lakes, with created, by the millionaire Munyon,
experience and hi,s horse went under T I O N O F F E R S T H E B E S T C H A N C E
the Riel ardson. Lakes toward
the of patent medicine fa,me. Old Sad
the ice, and was drowned.
South., and on. the far horizon, the dleback and Kennebago
Mountain©
E V E R T O T H E H O T E L A N D CAMP
Speaking of the method of the Ice
peaks of the White Mountain® are loomed up on the left and
other
leaving the lakes in
the
spring, P R O P R I E T O R S O F T H E S T A T E TO
viisxiblie c.n a clear day.
The Moun historic spots were on either
side.
Capt.
Barker
says:
“
The
going
oait
tain View House is only a quarter Little “ Cassie” was a fine
driver
of th* ice in the spring is as much A D V E R T I S E F O R T H E I R S U M M E R
of a mile from the railroad station and we do not blame Mrs.
Bowley
of a, conundrum as the winter reefs, G U E S T S .
at Cquossoc , where there i® a te lie- for her pride in,- the possession of
judging from, the many question® I
graph, office, and this with the local? such, a horse.
Every moment of the
This i©
and long distance telephones in the ride was enjoyed and the occasionr have been asked about if.
very
simple,
when,
it
is
understood.
house, three daily mail's each way, ai glimpse of the great lake recalled
and one on Sunday, give good con many associations and tales of the Where the snow lie® on the ice it
Is Often Unnatural.
protects it from the warm spring sun
nection with the outside world.
past.
In the old days
accidents
but
where
it
is.
bLowo
off,
giving
the
This, hotefl! is owned and managed were more frequent here than
at
An extra hard day’3 work may tire
by Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Bowlley, who present and especn'ailHy wa® this true
you. But if the close of every day finds
are as w ell known to lake travelers in the spring when the warm weath jnim iiiiiiiimiiuiiiimiiimiiiimimniinimtiiiiiMiiiiiimimitimiiiiHiimmuiHg you worn and w eary—your system
as the name of the house itself and er had weakened the ice.
needs a TONIC.
For a
from them the writer received
a loaded team to go through, into the
“ L. F .’’ Atwood’s Medicine^taken
warm welcome to their
beautiful water was a frequent occurrence and
daily, drives away that “ tired feeling."
mountain home.
This place
wa© at times, this approached a, tragedy
It has helped New England folks earn
434 Congress St.,
started by H. F. Kimball, of Range Kvhdile on other occasions it was a
the name of being “ tireless workers,"
iiey, more than forty years ago.. With source of merriment.
In this book 1 P O R TLA N D , M A IN E
and Mrs. Brown’s letter tells why it
a keen, perception of coming events, — “ Lake and Forest”— Calpt.
Fred | Erected in 1911, and positively the only
has become their favorite tonic.
Fireproof Hotel in the City
this- gentleman saw that the beauty Barker tells several initeresting and
Milled by a special proems1-,
| Elevator Service, Private and Public | West Farmington. M e.:
of the sipot would one day be better humorous stories regarding these ac
William Tell goes farther. Mur i
| Baths and every convenience for the com- 1
loaves to the sack in addition t »
“ “ As my mother, Mrs. Smith, is writ
appreciated and a small house was cident© and gives some information | fort of sruests including
wonderful bread makingqualities.
ing in praise of your“ L. F .’’ Atwood's
erected.
Mr. Kimballd was also the that w ill aplply to any place
when
I
HO T A N D COLD R U N N IN G
(2d
Mediciue, I, too, would like to tell you
owner and manager of the
Green, this- happens..
We quote the follow 1 W A T E R A N D L O C A L A N D
that I think it one of the best house
Vale House at the time, but the site ing :
1 LO NG
D IS T A N C E
TELEhold remedies. I consider it one of the
of the Mountain View pieaised him
"When a team break© through, the | P H O N E I N E V E R Y ROOM
best tonics on the market.’ ’
best.
A t that time the tide of trav ice, a silled seldom goes in,, and ©o 1 SP LE N D ID R E S T A U R A N T CONNECTED §
el was very small end his guests the first thing to be done is, to put a | FE A T U R IN G P O P U L A R PRICE MENUS |
, (Signed) Mrs. Ida Brown.
were almost exclusively confined to rope around tlie horses’ necks, clear | American Plan $2.50 per day, npward | The Big Bottle costs only 35 cents.
sportsmen who came
enjoy
the them from ,tfli,e sled and pull it back | European Plan $1,00 per day, npward |
C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.,
E Letters o f Inquiry rotrardln* r »t o » e tc ., promptly answered. r
Trial Bottle FREE.
fishing.
away from them; then,, taking one of | H. E. TH URSTON, R. F. HIM M ELEIN. §
Phillips, M aine.
Proprietor*.
§ ‘L. F . ’ ’ M E D IC IN E CO. Portland, MeTwo years after tlie Mountain View the horses from another team, and
Tiiiiiiiniiiiiim im iiiiiiiiim m m aiiiim im iim niiiim iiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

THE CHARMS OF
THE RANGELEYS

The Mountain View House Owned
by the Bowie) s, A Favorite Resort
of Lewiston and Auburn People

. THAT “ TIRED FELING”

Nothing Better

than bread and butter —
when the bread is ynade
from William Tell Flour.
Nothing; more wholesome,
either, or a better food for
growing children, because
William Tell is made from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
richest in nutritive value.

William Tell
F lo u r

I Catering to “ Up State” Folks

I B CHASE HOUSE

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , F E B R U A R Y

11, 1915.

IN. R. C., Hartford, Conn.,
1
Wihat is tlie best kind of a
bullet for a rifle, greased or
ungreased and winy?
Greased cartridges are always to
be recommended as the wear on, the
barrel is less and the amount
of
Lead deposited on the bore is
also,
less.
In fact a number o f shoot
ers using high power rifles use a
thin coating of Mobillubriciamit,
an
automobile grease, on their bullets
to prevent metal fouling.
----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ -

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
W J. M. HairfcLaind, Me.,
I have a 12 gauge 32 inch barrel,
clicke bored, stogie gu-n that is an
extra good shooting gun, but I can
not do a thing with' it writ’.i buck
shot, it scatter® so.
What is the
cause ? Some claim that lit
would
shoot as close using buck shot as it
'would using 4 or 6, i f I used
the
size buck that would Chamber
in
the barrel.
I am thinking o f buy
ing a 10 gauge single igun with a 36
inch barrel and J ant getting it to
shoot buck shot.
Would you advise
it choke bored or cylinder
bored?
I would Like a gun that would put 4
or 5 large buck sfliot in the head of
a flour barrel at 40 yards.
Can I
get it?
A choke bored shotgun does not
shoot any closer than a
cylinder
bored one when shooting buckshot
as large as say nine buckshot to the
load.
The reason fo r this is
that
the choke in a shotgun barrel de
pends for Its effect upon the
sud
den jamming together of the shot
just as they leave the muzzle. W ith
large shot this jamming together ap
parently does not make them shoot
any closer.
Purchasing a gun with
3b inch barrel would not help you.
Ii you ex peat to use a new gun en
tirely for buck si, ot shooting a cylin
der bore might be better perhaps. If
you use buckshot enough to make
nine to the load, you cannot expect
to get more titan three or four in
the target at the range you
men
tion.
C. C. N., Philadelphia.
1. For wild fowl shooting a wellknow firm of gun makers
stated
that the best results that I
could
get in one of their 1% pounds, full
choke 12 gauge guns could be ob
tained with 114 oz. sfliot. Recently I
bought from the same .firm a 914 lib.
full choke 10 gauge gun
of same
grade as the 12 gauge and they re
commended the same ( l 1/*) load of
shot.
Does it not seem reasonable
that af a 12 gauge can (handle
114
<z. that a 10 gauge can handle with
equal efficiency a larger load.
I
may say that in ordering
the 10
gauge, I stated that I wanted a gun
capable c f shooting maximum loads
of smokettess powder.
American ammunition factories will
not supply in 10 gauge a heavier
load than 1*4 oz. of shot.
This is
probably the reason why the
Com
pany who made your shotgun
did
not recommend anything (heavier.
2.
In putting guns aiwaiy fo r a
long period—say from one season to
abotber, is it better to take
guns
apart or keep them together?
It makes no difference.
3.
Under such circumstances
is
it better to plug uip the barrels, etc-,
or leave them open, gun®
having
previously been thoroughly cleaned
and greased?
Corking up tlie barrel, if the gun
Is not wrapped up and is left stand
ing in an ordinary gun cabinet
or
closet is a good_ ides, a® it prevents
dust from cofliection in it.
4.

Same with rifle.

Same a® above.
5.
Do you recommend fliot water
for cleaning barrel® (dnisdde) o f high
power riffles, shotgun®, etc?
Hot water i® very
effective for
cleaning blurreflls.
Most
shooters
consider lit a nuisance, however, ais
it is very necesisary to have the wrater extremely hot—practically boiling,
and care must be taken not to get
it into the action.
Be sure
that
the barrel is thoroughly wiped and
oiled aftter the water i9 used.
W. S. F., Fanioso, Cal.

I do not knew to just what bullet
you refer.
If you are reloading your
shells and Intend to use the bullet
regularly used in tlie .25-.35
W in
chester cartridge, which weights 117
grain®, you will; not get ainy kind of
satisfactory results.

2.
Tell in, order the dates for the
open season for hunting:
squirrels,
rabbits, quail and partridge.
Tlie open season is the same for
all of the game you mention in your
state.
It is >froan October 8 to
November 24tin.
3.
Is there any /limit as to how
many may be killed Sin, one day?
Quail or partridge— five a day, 36
a year.
No bag limit on squirrels
or rabbits.

2.
W here is the fault when a
cartridge does not explode until it
has been snapped several times and
the oap ha® been deeply dented?
Usually a defective primer. Some
times due’ to a "weak and
sluggish
hammer which does not hit a sharp,
snappy blow.
W. C. S., Boston, tMas®.
I would, like to get your opinion of
tlie High Power cartridge, .22 cali
bre.
Do you consider a .22 HigihPow er sufficiently effective or deer
and bear?
I suppose that the real!
effect iveness of a. rifle is up to the
man that is using it, providing the
rifle lias sufficient powe?-.
As you state, the real effectiven
ess o f a rifle depends so much on.
the man using it that iit is
very
hard to answer such, a question with
any degree of satisfaction. Reports
seem to indicate that the .22 High
Power cartridge i® powerful enough
for the work.
W. S. B., Auburn, Me.
What is your opinion of the 3840 high velocity for a deer gun, and
how does ilt compare with the 32-40
and 38-55 low pressure load? Which
of the three gun® are best for the
Maine woods?
The muzzle energy of the
38-40
high velocity i® 1159 foot
pound®.
The muzzle energy of
tlie 32-40
smokeless low pressure load is 830
foot pounds.
The 38-55 low pressure
lias a muzzle energy o f 989
foot
pounds.
T,li§ 38-40 high
velocity
would, to my jnJind, be a better car
tridge for dllose range work on deer
under the ©audition® usually found
in Maine than the 32-40 or
38-55
low
power cartridges.
The high,
power cartridges in tlie
two last
named sizes would o f course be very
much more powerful and effect toe.
For all-around use the 38-40 lias al
ways been a very popular size.
W, F. C., Fresno, Cal.
Does it make any difference w.hethe- Remington-U M C.,. Winchester,
Peters, or other kinds of cartridges
are used in a Winchester .22 Model
1890?
If not, what kind is
the
best?
A il of the standard makes of cart
ridges w ill operate through the ac
tion correctly, and so far as I know
w ill not harm tlie barrel.
As to
the quality, that is a question which
w ill be necessary for you to decide
for yourself.
G. C. K., Schenectady, N. Y

WANTS OUR GAME
PROTECTED
I feel it my duty as a Registered
Guide to have the people of Wash
ington county informed as to tlie un
protection of our Fish and
Game
especially in the northern part
of
the country. I pay one dollar annual
ly to be registered as a guide for
hunting and fishing, also sign
an
agreement to protect our fish
and
game, and to report to the Commis
sioners of Fish and Game art Augus
ta any illegal killing of game as to
my knowledge.
I lhave reason
to
believe that our game lias not had
legitimate protection as I have heard
different parties tell of finding the
heads of cow moose on their hunting
trips, killed by persons unknown,and
as we have not heard of any prose
cution for same we
suppose that
the wardens must be fully qualified
for the office to give
satisfactory
protection, which
looks strange to
hear of no prosecutions as to the
large force o,f wardens, for the past
two years.
I don’t mean to say
anything as to tlie reputation
or
character of any o f the
force as
they are goed law abiding citizens
and think every one else the same.
There are some of them fully quali
fied for woods work, bark
pealing,
etc., others that are lame and can’t
paddjle a canoe safe in big winds,
as needed in times, others that live
in tlie city limits that would
be
fully qualified for factory' or
mill
work, etc., but we have got to ad
mit that we have one warden work
ing art present that is fully quali
fied for the place by his many years
of experience— that is Geo. W. Ross,
of Vanceboro, the legal adjuster of
several Big Shows that came to our
state, also postmaster at Vanceboro,
State
detective,
fish, and
game
warden, and the choice of our pres
ent sheriff as deputy sheriff in and
for the ccunty of Washington. We
are thanking Warden Ross for the
strict attention he paid last fall! in
distributing fish, to the many lakes
and ponds of different counties in
our State.
(Signed) A Registered
Guide—
Machlas Union.

1.
I am very much, interested in
a Luger .30 auto pistol.
Would
like very much to bear from you as
to its accuracy w ith skeleton stock,
and whether it is any better than
Collt or Savage Auto.
The Luger pistol was outclassed
by both the Colt and tlie Savage in
the Government tests.
The Linger
is a well made weapon, and
gives
satisfactory sendee in the bands of
anyone who wifl give iit reasonable
care.
When used with the Skele
ton stock the recoil is mucih heavier
than, would naturally be expected but
is mot objectionally so, however.
2.
I had an argument with a fel
low about using 12 gauge sfliell® in
a 10 gauge gun without an
extra
tube.
Can this be done?

goes
1.
Wihiat is the speed and strik Generally not, as the shell
ing power o f the W inchester .25 bul into the barrel so far that the fir 
let when used to Colts .25 Automat ing pin does not hilt the primer. If
shell
ic Pistol ?
How far w ill it carry up it did, in all probability, the
Iwould split.
on the level?

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
Opposite Skate House, Boston, Mass.

Offers room with hot and
cold water for $1.00 per day
and up, which includes free
use o f public shower baths.
Nothing

to

Equal

This in New England

Rooms with private bathe
fo r $1.50 per day and up;
suites o f two rooms and bath
fo r $4.00 per day and up.

A B S O L U T E L Y FIR EPR O O F
Strictly a Temperance Hotel

Send for Booklet

STOKER E. GRAFTS Gen. Manager

MUCH DISCUSSED
LICENSE LAW

head of the falls my companion told
me the legend of Gordon Falls. The
place was made famous by our de
parted friend Geo.. S. Kimball,
in
“ Piney Home,” a hook that lias un
doubtedly been read by nearly every
The much, discussed license Law for adult in tlie State.
resident, hunters, which, hais the en
“ Years ago,” 'lie said,” when this
dorsement of the Commissioners o f
country was
wooded far
heavier
Fish, and Game and of the
Maine
than- at present, two men, who were
Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Associa
cruising in the vicinity o f Gordon
tion, was present,eel (itn. the House by
Fail® on tlie east shore, became lest
Rep. 'McCarty of Lewiston.
. The
and camped for the night beside a
bill will, it is expected, call forth,
spring.
In the morning on stoop
vigorous opposition, notwithstanding ing to drink they discovered
the
the fact that resident® of the State bottom of the spring was
covered
are exempt from its provision® when with yellow dust and nuggets
and
hunting on .land- owned or leased by following up tlie source cf the sipring
them, a concession made by
the they discovered a rock as large as
proponents of the measure to the a haycock from which they cut a
farmers o f the State.
lump with a hatchet of what they
The b ill fixes the license fee fer considered contained a large
per
resident hunters at $1, and to this centage cf pure gold'.
The lumber
is added a recording fee o f 15 cents, cruiser fearing the French-Canadian,
making the entire cost $1.15 to those took all he could carry of the gold
who wish to shoot birds
or big and at last found his way ouit and
game.
so the story goesi, killed him
and
where
HoLders are required to
exhibit took the quartz to Bangor
their licenses to wardens or
other it essayed a very high percentage.
officers upon request, and they are He tolld some friends of the find and
to be valid until January 1st, next, drew some plans from memory, but
(he
following the date of issue.
They never returned to the spot as
Until within a
apply equally to the killing of game died soon after.”
and game birds.
Licenses are re couple of years a man has lived the
quired for the traaisportaticn of game life of a hermit near this place in
or game birds, and it is unlawful fer the woods and he was supposed to be
any transportation company to ac hunting for the lost goild rock, but
cept them for shipment from a per if he ever found it lie took the sec
ret with him, for his dead
body
son not holding a license.
The bill provides for the issuance was discovered on one of the lonely
by the Fish and Game Department, trails on Gordon brook by a woods
man .
the application to be made through
Returning to the tent we got into
city and town clerks.
Bona
fide
the
residents of the State and members the canoe and paddled up to
mouth
o
f
Gordon
brook
again,
and
of their immediate family may hunt
without licenses on land owned and this time luck was with us for we
leased by them on which, they are landed 14 beauties of the specie
actually domiciled and which is used square-tailed in about an hour’s fish
Both' Big and Little and Gor
exclusively for agricultural purposes. ing.
don
brooks
are great trout streams
City or town clerks who refuse or
from
neglect to forward remittances for and many baskets are filled
them.
hunting licenses each month may be
Again entering the canoe we ran
punished by a fine of not less than
by,
$25 nor more than $50.
All license down to the falls and carried
fees are to be devoted to the fish, ! but decided to run the lower pitch,
and did, but if I e,ver go down, that
ard game interests of the State.
Persons found in tlie fields or for river again I shall carry around the
ests or on the waters of tlie State lower pitc.Ii' also.
This is the last of the
rough
with firearm® are considered violat
j water and it is a pretty ride of four
e s of the act unless they have li
j miles to Mattawamkeag passing down
censes fin their possession. Viola
j under the wooden bridge 300 feet
tions of tlie act are punishable by
! long that was built by the governfine of not less than $10 nor more
! ment at the time cf the Aroostook
than $30 and costs.
; war and must have been tlie very
Several petitions regarding fish and
bridge Ex. Governor Plaisted had in
game matters were received.
mind when lie sprung his
slogan,
“ Maine as dry as a covered bridge.’’
CANOE
T R I P ’ ON T H E
MATTAAfter passing under tlie bridge it
WAMKEAG.
is but a short distance wlliere you
: glide gently out into the waters of
(C on tin ued frrom page t w o .)
the Penobscot and tlie Maittawama light rod and if the doesn’t givei keag river is swallowed up in this
you a hard tussle and a number cf mightier river that flows through
thrills before you get him landed |Bangor to tlie sea.
you have a harder set of nerves and
Clarence.
muscles than I have.
We cast here
for an hour hut only killed two fish,
T Y CO B B , C H A M P I O N
BATSMAN,
although we could book one at about
GOES H U N T IN G .
every cast.
Getting into the canoe
again we dropped down a stiff cur
The famous T y Cobb, and who is
rent on a pole, to the
mouth
cf
Big Gordon brook and landed: Here there who does not know him, spends
there js a deep, strong running pool much of his leisure time during the
and at certain times c;f the year is winter with liis Remington pump gun
full of trout or at least one can get down in the Georgia marshes, and
higher
them to bite only at certain times. his duck average is even
We took off our shoes and stock than his hatting average.
Just recently lie was out with a
ings, rolled p our punts and underin
draver's and waded out as far as party of well-known sportsmen,
we could in the strong current and cluding Henry Dreher, of Cleveland,
tried our best to lure one from tlie and James M. Barrett and Lon E.
pool but we could evidently
offer Davis, of Augusta, and it is report
nothing tempting for not a rise re ed that lie brought down a greater
warded our best efforts.
Embarking number of ducks than any other fin
again we dropped down to just a- the party.
An interesting question in this con
bove Gordon Falls and camped just
one
across from High Landing.
As it nection is, does baseball help
duck
was nearly dark we pitched our tent j in duck hunting, and does
It
ii_ a burry, fried the two* bass we hunting help the batter’s eye?
had killed and “ turned in.’’ Cm ris is true that many of baseball’s lead
ing in the morning you can imagine ing stars are hunters and trap shoot
our surprise to find we had tent ers, and cf no mean ability, either
ed alongside c f several graves and as good in the field and at the
were told afterward that the graves traps as in their work on the diam
Fact is, it has been noticed
were occupied by men that had lost ond.
tliat.
baseball
and shooting
seem
their lives in the “ Heater” ’ ard at
Slew Gundy
Bend on
different to go hand in hand—tiliey both' ap
drives of logs that have gone down peal to the same sportsmen, amd if
a man has never done any shoot
this river to Bangor.
The next morning after breakfast ing when young, if he is a lover
we lighted our pipes amid
strolLed of baseball lie seem® to take natur
down to the head of the fails and it ally to shooting, and become® a fan
This is especially
certainly was a pretty sight in the of both sport®.
early morning to see the water come noticeable in the younger set-—’the
rushing down a narrow canyon and boys who play the best baseball al
then take a perpendicular drop of so turn in good shooting records.
about 12 or 14 feet, causing a boil
ing caldron at the bottom
wlhdiclh,
after much eddying and
circling,
hardily gets itself straightened
out
for the second pitch its only a short
distance below.
While sitting on the ledges at the
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FISH MOUNTED BY USE JUST GOOD
SNOWSHOE TRIP
HORSE SENSE
NASH OF MAINE
TO GULL POND
I_______

Lake Parlin House and Camps
A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
tain climbing automobiling. etc.

Basket Ball Teams Entertained At New York Lady Has Distinction of
The Tavern.
\
Landing A Salmon

Thinks Article Rather Narrow
minded Effusion
T c the

E d ito r of M a in e Woods:

Your quoted article from the Bid(W ritte n for Maine W oods.)
(Special Correspondence.)
deford Journal in your issue of the
Historic Sebago, with its pictured
4th is the most ridiculously small and
Rangeley, February 9.—Mrs. Ralph rocks and winding rivers, has been
narrow-minded
effusion,
appearing ;
Haines and three youngest children known for its scenic beauties and its
since the discussion of fishing and
of Strong are guests of Mrs. Leona salmon fishing for many years. But
W rite for booklet.
H. P. M cKENNEY, Proprietor.
Jackman. Maine
hiun,ting legislation began.
Spencer' and other relatives in town. hew many sportsmen are aware that
Fifty years ago we used »to hear
waters,
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Ellis left Sat Sebago and its tributary
considerable of this kind of talk by
urday morning for a visit with their furnish as well, some ol’ the best
our friends south of Mason
and
daughter Fay, at Passaic, N. J. They fly fishing for small mouthed black
Dixon’s Line; but it has been re
baas, in the country?
If so, write me the number,*)! persons in your party, w ill be gone some time.
served for one of my native state to
Mr. and Mrs. G. L a fa yette. IvempAs soon as idle ice is out in. the
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you
attempt to revive this spirit, which
ton returned home from a trip
to spring, the salmon fishermen arrive,
i ’ was to be hoped for the good
and tlirough April and May,
many
Portland, Saturday night.
of a,l had received its quietus. He
Mrs. Ira Russell of Bigelow, who large salmon are taken by trolling
of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut has been spending the past few days with bait. By the first of June, the says, to quote your paper, “There
rates to all during October and November. I will also with Mrs. Ed West, returned home lake is practically deserted. A t this are some things to which we as
citizens of this state are entitled.
send you names of parties who have hunted here tha*V Monday.
.She was acompanied by time, the bass
fishing is at
its
Of these the privileges of
fish
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.
her daughter, who lias been attending best, with either bait or fly.
The
ing
in
onr
own
lakes
and
fis'h run very large, the average be
school since last fall.
streams and hunting in our own
Mrs. Clara Rector is spending a ing about two pounds.
forests without let or
hindrance," j
few days with her brother,
Guy
Among the fishermen, who
have
This
spirit,
Mr.
Editor,
is
just what
had good sport at Sebago, bass fish
THE CARRY POND CAMPS Hinkl-ey at Hebron.
has depleted the
good state o[
Nate
Albee
and
Harry
Quimby
are
ing, may be mentioned the Mallory s
W ill be opened May 10, 1915. Best of
Maine of so much of its game, j
R A N G E LE Y, M A IN E
from New’ York, who ai*e well1known
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations. at Little Kennebago gumming.
This is what exterminated the
W rite for circular.
H. B. McCard is enjoying a two in Maine as successful fly
fisher
wild pigeons,
once
so numerous
H E N R Y J. L A N E ,
weeks’ vacation from his duties at men.
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
in the
state.
This is what
the hank.
Mrs. W illiam C. Tegethoff of Her
driven
the wild
geese aThe Rebekalis conferred the degree kimer, N. Y., enjoyed some good fly has
And now the United States
■ OTTER POND GAMPS
on one candidate Friday night, fol fishing for bass in June and July. way.
AT
A re open to accommodate sportsmen for fish lowed by a banquet.
February 16, Her largest fish, weighing 3% pound Government steps in for your own
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
good and says you shall not sit in
occurs the annual roll call for which tock the honor prize in the
GEORGE H. M cK E N N E Y, Prop..
Field
a blind in thg dim light of before
a t S p r in g L a k e
Caratunk, Me.
preparations are being made.
and Stream contest, for the largest
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
and after
sunrise and sunset and
Geo.
Esty
left
Monday
for
Bruns
bass caught on a fly in 1914. This
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
slaughter birds without let or hind
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
wick,
where
he
will
join
Mrs.
Esty,
fish
has
been
mounted
by
Nash
of
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
rance.
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
who has been spending the winter Maine.
I f yov want to know what is what in the Hunt
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
Another quotation:
. “ With
the
with
Mrs.
Geo.
McGraves.
ing
and
Trapping
line
subscribe
for
the
Trapper.
Mrs.
Tegethcff
returned
to
Sebago
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
increased
use
o
f.
the
automobile
it
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
Mr. and Mrs. James W ilcox have waters in September, to try
the
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. A n ideal family information on Hunting. Trapping, Fishing. Taxi gone to housekeeping in the upper fly fishing for salmon, on the bar at is now easy for a non-resident to
summer resort- Telephone communications with dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere
Milage and doctor. References furnished- Terms at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted. |tenement of the Blodgett house.
Panther Run.
The
unseasonably I come to Maine, attach a Maine tag
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M., Huntington,
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
to his automobile, enjoy a few days'
Thursday
evening
Miss
Dessie
warm weather brought about very un
W . Va.
J O H N C A R V IL L E . Flagstaff, Me.
Lamb was admitted to membership favorable conditions for salmon fish or a few weeks’ hunting and get by
in the Pythian Sisters.
The
ex ing however, as the salmon did not without paying any tax whatever for
RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE ercises were followed by a tasting
The Biddeford Jour
come in on the bar, until the last the privilege.”
On Rangeley Lake.
nal ought to know that
to
get
JOSEPH H. W H ITE , Proprietor
party.
days
Of
the
open
season..
NotwitinThoroughly modern. On direct automobile
A famous resort for anglers and hun-! route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
Mrs. F. H. Kempton entertained standing this handicap, Mrs. Teget that Maine tag any one must pay a
ters. W rite for illustrated booklet and ! July 1 to Oct.
tax of $10.00, and so he does not
a few guests at supper and during hoff, by clever work with her
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
fly
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st.
N. H. E L L IS & SON, Props.,
the evening, in honor of the birthday rod, succeeded in lifting four fish to “ get by without paying any tax what
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, {
Raugeley, Maine.
ever.” • The writer takes the usual
Maine.
: of her daughter, Mrs. H. B.
Mc- her fly.
Three of these fish rose
: Card.
The evening was spent with short, as they are apt to do, when fling at the non-resident as being
music and games. Mrs. McCard re they first come into shoal water. abundantly able to pay any tax,
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled ceived many fine gifts in memory of The fourth, she hooked; and, after therefore soak him good and plenty 1
He forgets that a very large
per—Best of hunting—Special rates for the occasion.
twenty minutes of hard fighting, it
June, September, October and Novem
Maine
Mr. and Mrs. C. N.
French
of was landed in the canoe. It proved j centage of the visitors to
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. ber—W rite for Booklet.
Phillips were week end guests
of to he a beautifully shaped salmon of [are her native sons, who still own
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
property and pay taxes in the state;
Pleasant Island,
Maine. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel French.
Portland,
Maine
414 pounds.
who still are deeply interested in her
L. D. Nile and Alton Quimby were
Although this fish wras small for
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
institutions
and who contribute to l
i at home from Farmington over Sun Sebago, the catch undoubtedly gives
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport ■? R A N G E L E Y L A K E S *
j their support to a much greater exCamp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. W rite day.
Mrs. Tegethoff the unique distinction
men. A ll farm, dairy products, pork for free circular.
A snowshoe party numbering 22, of being the first lady to land a sal j tent than do many of her residents,
C APT . F. C. B A R K E R , Bemis, Maine.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
consisting of Grammar school pupils mon on Sebago waters, taken with and this while doing their share it
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
|other states.
and teachers, enjoyed a trip to Gull a fly.
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
V IA R UM FO R D F A L L S
i
Further on, you,r Journal writer
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly Pond Saturday afternoon.
The last days of the open seaAmerican plan. Send for circular.
hsttiing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
makes a statement which, if true,
Mrs.
Win.
Tomlinson
is
suffering
! sen will long be
remembered, by
Housa always open. J O H N C H A D W IC K & CO.,
would be a burning disgrace to the
Upper Dam, Maine.
from a bad cold.
j those who were fishing on the bar.
B E L G R A D E L A K E S , M A IN E .
i
state,
viz., that if the legislation re
Mrs.
Elmer
Snowman
is
quite
ill
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in N ew
It was a wonderful sight indeed, to
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
ferred to, a resident license law to
a’
her
home
on
the
Kennebago
road.
see
great
■
salmon,
from
three
to
best trout fishing in Maine.
D E A D R I V E R R E G IO N
CHAS. N . H IL L & SON, Managers.
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every Miss Clair Pearce, a trained nurse, fifteen pounds, leaping clear from the be enacted, such 'in increase of ofI ficials ■would he required to enforce
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca is in attendance.
water.
At sunset, one might count
W. S. Lovejoy is in town on pro a half dozen fish, breaking at one the law as to more than offset tie
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
O U A N A N 1 C H E LODG E.
I income from the tax.
Has Maine
G rand L ak e Stream, W ash in gton Co., Me.
fessional
business. The many friend time.
section
Cuisine
unsurpassed.
E.
F.
W orld wide known for its famous fishing,
then become a state where
law?
vacation and hunting country.
of the doctor are congratulating him
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
That
Setfago
will
prove
an
Eldor
N o rw a y Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake |
|
are
no
longer
to
be
respected,
and
on
his
marriage
to
Mrs.
Wealthy
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
ado for fly fishermen in search of
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for |
|lias our correspondent forgotten that
Loomis’,
which
took
place
at
Strong,
I
bass
in
the
early
summer,
and
salmachines. From there one can take steamer to
M O O SE L O O K M E G U N T IC H O U SE
I ire does not live in the dark ages?
any part of the lase territory. The best hunt I
January 30.
A N D LOG CAM PS.
! nvon in September,
goes
without
ing, fishing and vacation section of beautiful 1 Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Why, Mr. Editor, this tempest in a
O. R. Rowe is having a two weeks’ saying.
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G. . Special June and September rates. Booklet.
R O S E . Manager, Princeton. Me.. Dec, 1st to
teapot?
Verily a mountain was in ,
MRS. F. B. BU R N S.
vacation from the store.
April 1st.
j The possibilities for large
fish,
L. A. Cookson is at PhilMips for should give to Sebago wonderfully at travail and a mouse was brought
forth.
Are the residents of Maine
a short stay with
relatives
and tractive qualities.
rrhe largest sal
so poverty-stricken Cr so stingy that
friends. \
mon caught on hfdek and line, up
they “ earnot or will not pay* one
The Ladies’ Lakeside League re to
date,
weighed
22
pounds.
dollar
per annum to assist the game
cently held election of officers, the This fish was
taken trolling,
but
present ones having served
three larger fish have been taken in nets wardens in the discharge of their
In New Jersey no one com
months: President, P. M. Richard during the spawning season in No duty?”
In
son; Vice Presidents, Tina C. Weeks, vember. Without doubt Sebago car plains of the resident license.
Louise Murphy, Eudora Childs; Sec- ries the largest land-locked salmon Pennsylvania the resident pays his
license and has a tag attached to
( retary and Treasurer, Ida Kempton; (ouananiche), in the United States.
j his sleeve to show that lie has the
Assistant, Leona McCard; Instructor,
T o those fishermen who may he
right to h-unt, and by this
means
Mabfel L. Hoar; Ex. Comm., Eudora interested I will say, that
there
the
warden
is
enabled
to
detect
the
Childs, P. M. Richardson, Mary Hoar; are hotels and boarding houses
in
Organist, Florence Bridgliam; Look plenty throughout the Sebago sys violator of the law; and this ft®
out Committee, Mrs. L. D. Nile, Min tem.
The Pleasant View
House, been found to work well.
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms, nie Spiiler. The League has rec Raymond, Me., Dr. D. H. Lloy, pro There should be no appeal to the
ently hung a fine new banner in the prietor, is centrally located for the passions in a mattter like this, but
The best fishing, for both bass and sal just good horse sense. Let those who
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham class colors, red and White.
have maefe a conscientious study of
banner measures 40 by 72 inches.
mon.
It may be reached by the
mock or something else you don’t want.
Miss Beatrice Jones and Tina C. Mountain Division, Maine Central R. conditions and needs see that the
Weeks entertained the members of R. from Portland to South Windham. best laws to meet these conditions
the basket hall teams at the Tavern An automobile stage runs regularly are enacted; and then let us all,
non-resident
visitor,
Friday night.
The party was a from South Windham to the hotel, resident and
great success and much fun
waS or Dr. Lloy will meet guests if de render cheerful obedience to those
laws ourselves, and use our influence
enjoyed from the various
contests, sired.
W have others do likewise, and not
We have sold things for others, and we can do the which consisted of bandkercief race,
Sebago.
0
bawl out our threats as to what
penny race, package
lottery,
hat
will happen, if things are not done
trimming contest by boys and a pea
same for you. Rates one cent a word In advance.
Mineral W a te r Imports.
as our superior (?) wisdom would
nut hunt.
C. Harnden was high line
This country •imports more than
direct.
A public newspaper ought
Address, Classified Department,
while H. Amber was awarded
the
three million gallons of mineral water
consolation.
With peanuts for cur every year, mostly from Germany. Its . to use its columns to inculcate a
rency the girls proceeded to
pur value is nearly one million dollars. . wholesome respect for and obedience
M A IN E WOODS,
of the law instead of appealing to
chase hats and models.
Ice cream
what is baser in our nature to doand cake were served.
Music con
No Chc«riC«.
late
the same.
cluded the
evening’s entertainment
He who blows his iwn horn never
Phillips, Maine
Very truly yours,
and the party went home in a cheer- leads the band, beinr. a soloist.— De
S. W. Evans.
fu1 mood singing “ Tipperary.”
seret News.

Are You Going Hunting?
THE

EXACT

COST

Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine

YO R K C A M P S ,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
FISHING

John Carville's Camps

Blakeslee Lake Camps

WEST END
HOTEL

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

BIG RESULTS
FRO M S M A L L A D S .

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

